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ABSTRACT 
  
 
This dissertation aims to explore the differences between the main translation 
approaches available in the live operatic field. The libretto translation, the singable 
translation and the surtitled translation are presented, discussing the restrictions which 
they entail and how they alter the audience’s experience of the performance. An excerpt 
of Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas has been translated using the three translation approaches, 
in order to better analyse and understand the differences involved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The purpose of this dissertation is to analyse the different translation approaches so far 
available in the field of operatic live performance and to assess their efficiency in terms 
of how they improve patrons’ comprehension of the opera and the target text differs 
from the source text. To better analyse the differences involved, Dido’s lament, a 
section of the English opera Dido and Aeneas, has been translated from English into 
Italian employing the different translation approaches, that is libretto, singable 
translation and surtitles. I have chosen this topic for my dissertation in order to combine 
my musical knowledge, gained thanks to my studies at the Conservatorio of Mantova, 
from which I hold a Master in Flute, and my linguistic and translation competences 
acquired during the two years Master in Languages at the University of Padova. Opera 
is the place where language and music meet, as both are essential parts of the operatic 
show. Since patrons follow the plot of the opera mainly thanks to the text sung by the 
singers, the problem arises when the text is in a language that the audience’s member 
cannot understand. Italy being the birthplace of opera, most of the operatic texts have 
been written in Italian, affecting the immediate comprehension of foreign patrons. Thus, 
the problem of translation of operatic text has been existing since the very first years of 
the new musical genre and different solutions have been used to tackle these issues. The 
aim of this dissertation is to check whether there is a translation approach which can 
fully convey the meaning of the source text without altering the audience’s experience 
of the performance. 
Chapter One outlines the historical background of opera, focusing first on the Italian 
and then on the English one. Italian opera originated from several types of pre-existing 
musical compositions. The first opera was Euridice, performed in Florence in 1600 at 
the Medici court and the first masterpiece was Orfeo, staged in Mantova in 1607. In the 
following decades opera developed from a court entertainment into an “industry” in 
Venice. Opera divided itself into two major subgenres, the comic and the serious one, 
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and its structure began settling into four parts, that is an overture followed by three acts. 
Moreover, the forms used in its composition decreased to two: the aria and the 
recitativo. The major Italian composers who contributed to the development of the 
musical genre were Rossini, Donizetti, Bellini, Verdi and Puccini. Focus then shifted to 
England, where the first forms of operas were born in 1656. Italian opera greatly 
influenced the English opera and for the first centuries the latter possessed the musical 
characteristics of the former, with the only difference lying in the language used for the 
text. The first opera completely sung in English was John Bow’s Venus and Adonis 
(1683) and the first to be considered a masterpiece was Dido and Aeneas (1688) by 
Henry Purcell. Italian opera, brought from the German composer Georg Händel to 
London, flourished during the first period after its arrival. Nevertheless, it quickly lost 
favour with the English audience, due to the great success of the English Ballad opera. 
Another successful English musical form was Operetta, brought to its highest level by 
William S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan in 1875. At the same time, English composers 
were writing to give serious opera a recognisable English flavour. Who first succeeded 
in this attempt was Benjamin Britten towards the second half of the 20
th
 century. 
In chapter Two an account is given of the main translation approaches used throughout 
the history of opera, from its origins until present times: the translated libretto, the 
singable translation and the surtitles. The translated libretto was the first translation used 
in the operatic field. The libretto was a booklet displaying both the original text and the 
translated version in the language of the country where the performance was shown and 
it could have been bought by the audience in the theatre or in the streets surrounding it. 
The singable translation entails the translation of the sung text in the language of the 
audience while the original music is preserved. The popularity of the singable 
translation has been changing over time, but nowadays it is rarely used, mainly due to 
the fact that it completely modifies what the musical work sounds like. Moreover, the 
musical rhythm entails more restrictions than the other translation approaches. The most 
recent translation format  introduced in theatres is surtitle, that is short translation lines 
of the sung text shown aside or above the stage simultaneously with the sung text. 
Surtitles were used for the first time in the last part of the 20
th
 century and since then 
they have become the most widely used translation approach in the live operatic 
performance’s field. Surtitle is analysed through the specific examples given by the 
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Royal Opera House, Opera North and Prescott Studio, an Italian surtitling company. 
Then I describe how theatres overcome both the linguistic and physical barriers of 
visually and hearing impaired patrons. Lastly, I show how the most recent researches 
has led to the development of a new translation tool, which entails the employment of 
translation glasses. These glasses display on their lenses the titles in the language 
chosen by the patron simultaneously with the performance.  
Chapter Three presents Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas. The opera is divided in three acts 
preceded by a prologue and the plot (written by Nahum Tate) is based on Virgil’s 
Aeneid. Using the three different translation approaches, I have translated a section of 
the opera called Dido’s lament, formed by a recitativo and an aria. It is placed at the end 
of the opera and the main character is Dido, who is dying for the pain caused by 
Aeneas’ departure. My libretto translation has been compared to the translation made 
available by La Fenice Theatre for the 2010 performance. As regards the singable 
translation, it was not possible to compare it with any pre-existing ones, since an Italian 
singable translation of Dido and Aeneas has never been done. In order to maintain the 
source text’s meaning and singability, it was necessary to slightly modify the rhythm of 
the source text. The changes have been made in the recitativo and not in the aria, the 
former being more suitable for rhythmical changes than the latter. To better show the 
rhythmical changes, it has also been inserted a musical score of the section. Even if 
translated surtitles of this opera have been already made, it was not possible to find 
them and therefore my surtitled translation was not compared to a pre-existing one. On 
the other hand, the subtitles used in the Royal Opera House’ DVD of Dido and Aeneas 
are shown, both the English and Italian ones. The main differences between surtitles and 
subtitles are also taken into consideration, (for instance, the position of the titles and the 
amount of time during which they remain displayed on screen). 
In Chapter Four the different translation approaches are compared and for each of them 
the most suitable scenario in which they could be used is described. Then, my three 
different translations are compared, analysing what makes them different from each 
other. All of them have to transfer the meaning of the source text, but each of them has 
to face different types of restrictions. For instance, in the translation of the libretto the 
limits of human memory and the poetical features that the target text has to show need 
to be considered. In the singable translation the same musical rhythm and singability of 
13 
 
the source text has to be maintained and in the surtitled version the spatial constraints of 
the screen and the reading time of the audience has to be respected.  
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CHAPTER 1 
  
 
1. History of opera 
The word opera, as can be read in The New Grove, Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, is  
 
 
the generic term for musical dramatic works in which the actors sing some or all of their 
parts. It is a union of music, drama and spectacle; these have been e music playing a 
dominant role. It originated in Italy at the end of the 16
th
 century and the term derives from 
Italian, meaning work (Walker, Heartz, Robinson and Budden 1980: 544).   
 
 
Opera can be considered as the most complex and complete of art forms, being the 
result of the combined work of several characters, such as the composer, the poet, the 
musicians, the singers, the conductor, the choreographer and the stage designer. Thanks 
to acting, singing and playing blended together, opera is still able - after more than four 
centuries from its creation - to move an audience. During this period, even though the 
core of opera, that is, to transmit feeling through music and acting, has remained the 
same, the style has changed and it is still changing, so that the way opera looks like now 
differs greatly from its original appearance.  
Opera’s birthplace has been identified in Renaissance Italy, but thanks to its 
popularity and success it did not take long before it was exported to other countries. 
Some of these nations - Germany and France, for instance - adopted the new genre and 
modified it to suit their national features, influencing Italian opera back and contributing 
to the development of the genre. Even though they appreciated the new music form, 
other countries such as England created new music genres influenced or as an answer to 
it. 
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1.1 Italian opera 
1.1.1 Origins  
Opera has been influenced by various pre-existing types of music. One of these was 
the Intermedio, that was a sort of musical break staged after each act of a play. It 
involved music and machineries and it was more or less sumptuous, depending on 
where it was staged. For instance, the performances at the Medici court in Florence 
were particularly luxurious. In that venue, dances, solo singing and complex madrigals - 
i.e. polyphonic unaccompanied vocal pieces - were executed in front of lush 
scenography, with the aim of amazing the audience.  
Another antecedent of opera was the pastoral play, an artistic form which involved 
acting together with songs and choruses. Pastoral literature tended to idealize the 
unsophisticated, innocent, and serene lives of shepherds in contrast to complex and 
frequently corrupt city life. Among other compositions, Torquato Tasso’s Aminta 
(1583) is considered to be one of the most influential for the genesis of opera (Abbate 
and Parker 2014: 36). 
A great contribution to the development of art at that time was played by the group 
of writers led by Count Giovanni de’ Bardi (1534-16129). They called themselves 
Camerata and during their meetings, they discussed theoretic and artistic matters. They 
were particularly interested in the way Art was regarded in ancient Greece and the great 
popularity that tragedies had in that period. Indeed, according to the words of 
Aristoteles, the audience present at the tragic performances was always completely 
moved and felt overwhelmed by a deep emotion, a catharsis.
1
 De’ Bardi was sure that 
the reason for this deep involvement was the fact that the words were sung and not 
spoken. As a consequence, he assumed that poetry was not enough and that it was 
necessary to create a new theatrical form based on Greek tragedy, which would allow 
words to be sung and emotions to be conveyed in a more effective way (Abbate and 
Parker 2014: 36). 
All the above-mentioned elements are considered to have led to the first attempts to 
what today is called opera. The oldest example that has arrived entirely to our time is 
Euridice. It had some analogies with Greek plays, both in the subject and in the way 
some speeches were almost sung by the actors, using what was called a recitar 
                                                          
1
 A purification deriving from the comprehension of the sufferings seen on stage. 
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cantando
2
technique. The music was composed by Jacopo Peri (1561-1633) and the 
libretto was written by Ottavio Rinuccini (1563-1621) with the purpose of being 
performed as an entertainment during the celebration of Maria de’ Medici’s wedding in 
Florence in 1600.  
Between the guests of the wedding, there was also Vincenzo Gonzaga (1562-1612), 
Duke of Mantova with the court secretary and poet Alessandro Striggio (1573-1630). 
The latter collaborated with Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643), the court Maestro di 
cappella in Mantova, seven years later. Striggio brought in his work what he had 
witnessed in Florence and the result of the two artists’ cooperation was Orfeo, firstly 
performed in Mantova in 1607. The name used to describe it was a favola in musica (a 
musical tale) and there were several influences coming from Peri’s Euridice.  
 
 
  
Figure 1 Claudio Monteverdi, portrait by Bernardo Strozzi (Britannica) 
 
                                                          
2
 A musical declamation that closely followed the poetry metrics and that allowed singers to talk in music. 
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Nonetheless, Orfeo is said to have surpassed Euridice in many ways. Firstly, for the 
clearer characteristics of the verses of the libretto, achieved thanks to Striggio’s skills, 
more appropriate to a librettist, compared to those of Rinuccini. Monteverdi’s musical 
experience with madrigals also played a great role in the success of Orfeo. (Parker 
1998: 29-30). The music involved the use of a larger orchestra, employed in a more 
consistent way compared to the way it was used in Euridice. The actors used the same 
technique as the recitar cantando employed for Peri’s play, elevating it to a higher 
status. This recitative style then spread from Florence and Mantua to the other Italian 
courts during the first decades of the 17
th
 century (Walker, Heartz, Robinson and 
Budden 1980: 551).   
It is not a coincidence that the first two operas had to do with Orpheus’ myth.3 That 
was particularly appealing for the authors of that time because the mythological story 
stressed the great importance of music. In addition, Orpheus was a demigod and his 
singing had magical powers. Thus, the character was justified for his singing parts and 
at the same time, all the other sung parts acquired a more plausible status (Abbate and 
Parker 2014: 40). 
 
1.1.2 Opera as an industry 
A turning point in the history of opera was its arrival in Venice. It took more time for 
this new genre to arrive in the city because opera was a performance mostly shown in 
courts but Venice did not have one. When it arrived, though, it was for the benefit of a 
wider number of people. In 1637 the first opera house opened and the public could enter 
to see the show by paying a ticket. Thus, opera was not only a court entertainment 
anymore.  
The first operas to be performed at a Venetian theatre were Andromeda and La maga 
fulminata, with music composed by Benedetto Ferrari (1603-1681) and libretto written 
by Francesco Manelli (1595-1667). The income was enough to cover the costs, which 
were restrained thanks to the doubling of roles and the limited usage of machineries 
during the shows. Since the performances were greeted with joy by the public, other 
theatres opened and opera became a proper industry, managed by impresarios able to 
                                                          
3
 Orpheus and Euridice are part of the same myth, since they are husband and wife. The myth tells how 
Orpheus descended to Hell in order to take the spirit of the dead Euridice and bring it back with him to 
the Earth.  
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draw a paying audience. One of the reasons why this new type of performance could 
flourish in Venice was the peculiar geographical situation of the city. Indeed, its ports 
were an important commercial point and it was the destination chosen by many tourists, 
particularly during the Carnival period,
4
 when the population doubled. For this reason, 
this was the period when most of the shows were performed. This great affluence of 
people coming from different parts of Italy and of the world meant that the audience in 
Venetian theatres was more varied and demanding compared to the one present at the 
other Italian courts and therefore, the operatic style needed to be diversified and more 
attractive. In order to satisfy the new kind of public, wider use of the Venetian 
Carnival’s spirit was made, with its excesses and lack of morality. 
Over time, opera began to show a norm in its structure and subjects. Namely, the 
play was divided into four parts, that is a prologue followed by three acts. As regards 
the plot’s themes, the stories full of gods, shepherds, and nymphs, which were popular 
before, gave the way to a wider range of subjects exploring all nuances of human 
fallibility. Moreover, the singers’ virtuosity started playing a relevant role. With their 
vocal skills, they were able to fascinate for their apparent ability to go beyond human 
possibilities and draw the audience to come to theatre and see their performances. They 
were becoming famous, properly comparable to today stars (Abbate and Parker 2014: 
44-46). 
From the second half of the 17th century, opera went through some transformations 
in its formal structure. The changes were mainly the result of the considerations on the 
verisimilitude of the stories that were taking place in that period. In fact, some found 
weird and unpleasant to see the characters behave in an illogic manner, namely, singing 
instead of speaking. In order to seek a greater verisimilitude, it was created a distinction 
between aria and recitativo. The former was an expressive melody, a moment where 
singers’ virtuosity could be fully appreciated. Thanks to the melodic nature of the form, 
the performers could show off their vocal skills. The structure of the aria was regulated 
in an ABA pattern, allowing the music to evolve and to fascinate the audience, 
overshadowing the issue of the verisimilitude. In addition to that, a justification for the 
singing style of the discourses was also pursued through the characters’ types - for 
instance, it was more acceptable for a God or an allegorical figure to sing, because it 
                                                          
4
 From the 26th of December until Shrove Tuesday 
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showed its magical powers -. The recitativo was a moment where the plot developed 
and the musical conversations took over the proper singing. This became plausible as it 
could be seen as a representation of the spoken dialogue (Parker 1998: 39-40).  
Some changes became also necessary because of the impolite and noisy behaviour of 
the audience in the theatres. During the show, it was considered normal practice for 
people to chat with each other, scream and not to pay attention to what was happening 
on the stage. Thus, in order to shelter the music from the loudness of the audience, there 
was a shift in the employment of the voices, with a predilection for the higher pitched 
ones over the lower ones. 
Further changes were felt as necessary toward the end of the 17
th
 century, in 
particular from the Arcadia Academy
5
 in Rome. The members of the group complained 
about the higher importance of melody over words, especially in the arias. They thought 
that a balance between the two elements was essential and that the librettists had to play 
a greater role in opera than the musicians and the scenographers, so that the cast, which 
should have been smaller in numbers, could have been able to better explore and 
express the never-ending research of the human emotions. At the same time, the 
extravagancies of the operatic performances - which were particularly extreme in 
Venetian theatres - should have been reduced. The discussions and reasoning regarding 
opera in that period, slowly lead to a distinction between two different genres: Serious 
opera and Comic opera (Walker, Heartz, Robinson and Budden 1980: 555). 
  
1.1.3 Serious opera  
Serious opera (opera seria) entailed a rationalisation of the music and of the musical 
forms, which were mainly reduced to recitativo and aria. The first one became plainer 
and more conventional, known as recitativo secco. It was similar to a theatrical speech 
accompanied by only one instrument. The latter, for its melodic characteristics, was 
mainly used as a moment where singers could sing long and elaborated reflection. 
Among Serious opera’s performers, there was one who was more successful and more 
appreciated by the public than the others: the castrato.
6
 This male singer had a high 
                                                          
5
 It is a literary academy founded in Rome in 1690 from 13 intellectuals. It was established as a reaction 
against the Baroque’s tastes, fostering classics and rational ideals (Treccani).    
6 Male singers deprived of their testicles before puberty. The operation was usually done when the boys 
were between the age of 6 and 8 and it prevented the growth of secondary sex features. The first castratos 
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pitched voice which was close to a female voice of a contralto or a soprano. Castratos 
were used in operas from the first appearances of the musical form, but they reached the 
highest point of success between 1650 and 1750, ruling the stage of the serious opera 
(Walker 1980: 875).  
Another element which went through a rationalisation process was the libretto, which 
was purified from any kind of extravagance. The structure was regularised and formed 
following the literary lines, which resulted in a decreased importance of the music in the 
dramatic development. The highest level of depuration became possible thanks to Pietro 
Metastasio (1698-1782), a poet who received his education at the Arcadia Academy. 
Thanks to the sweetness of his verses, the stylistic quality of the poetic lexis and the 
delicacy of the emotional colours that he employed (Parker 1998: 65), Metastasio was 
considered one of the greatest librettists and poets of the 18
th
 century and his works 
were set to music by several composers. The authors, depending on the period during 
which they composed, used different musical styles, which can be subdivided into three 
groups: from 1720 till 1740, from 1740 till 1770 and from 1770 till 1790. From 1720 to 
1740 the accompaniment of arias became simpler and more emphasis was put on the 
melody. Moreover, the metric and instrumental colour variety was limited. From 1740 
to 1770 the serious opera began to be exported toward foreign areas, especially German-
speaking ones. In order to make the performances pleasant for other countries, the 
composers made longer and more complicated arias. There was also an increase in the 
instrumentation and dynamic contrast and a decreased use of the da capo form - i. e. 
repeating the aria from the beginning -. After 1770 several influences came from 
France. For instance, the use of ballets, which were highly employed in the French 
opera. Their purpose was to give the audience - and also the singers - a rest from the 
singing. There was a difference in the use of dances in France and in Italy: in France the 
dances were incorporated into the plot, whereas in Italy they were used as a break 
between the acts. From the last decade of the 18
th
 century, Metastasio’s libretti were not 
                                                                                                                                                                          
whose names were recorded, were Spagnoletto and Martino, who were singing in the Sistine Choir in 
1588. From 1599 men singing in falsetto were rapidly substituted by castratos and by 1640 they were 
singing in church choirs throughout Italy, in order to overcome the need of women’ voices, who were not 
allowed to perform on stage. After the second half of the 18
th
 century, the Castratos started to be seen as 
fake and disgusting, particularly from the public outside Italy. For this reason, there was a decrease in the 
use of this singers and they were replaced by contraltos (female voices with a similar voice register). 
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considered to be enough anymore and serious opera underwent a further change, 
gaining a choral dimension. That is the solo arias were integrated with several musical 
pieces in which more singers join to sing together in duet or chorus (Walker, Heartz, 
Robinson and Budden 1980: 556-557).  
 
1.1.4 Comic opera 
There were several elements which distinguished Comic opera from his Serious 
version. First, it allowed the plot to quickly develop, thanks to the use of simple 
recitatives and the avoidance of repetitions and da capo
7
forms. As regards the themes of 
Comic operas’ stories, the plots’ subjects had educational messages, like the serious 
opera, but they were more updated and reflecting the current social atmosphere. Thus, 
the audience was instructed through the use of caricatures including vanity, stupidity, 
and affectation. Since it was considered essential for a form of Art to possess a certain 
degree of sophistication, the librettists of the comic opera had to recur to the 
introduction of serious characters together with comic ones. The former, compared to 
the latter, expressed their feelings in a gentler way and they were less exposed to 
ridicule (Walker, Heartz, Robinson and Budden 1980: 559).   
Lo frate ‘nnamorato by Giovanni Battista Pergolesi (1710-1736) performed in 
Naples in 1732 is a clear example of an opera which combines the two genres. The plot 
focuses on a series of marriages that a rich Roman Bourgeois plans together with a poor 
Neapolitan villager. Thus, the characters of the play come from different social classes. 
The distinction between the social levels of the characters is linked to the distinction 
between serious and comic opera and it can be noticed both from a musical and a 
lingual point of view. Namely, the Roman characters, from higher class, have serious 
opera features, whereas the lower class Neapolitan villagers are ironically depicted and 
sing in their own dialect (Parker 1998: 100). 
 
1.1.5 Gioacchino Rossini 
Gioacchino Rossini (1792-1868) gave Italian opera a real new identity. He started his 
career in 1810 with La cambiale di matrimonio, which was followed by other six operas 
                                                          
7
 It is a musical term used in the music sheet to indicate that the musician has to start playing from the 
beginning of the piece. 
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- all of this works were comedies -. Nevertheless, his first masterpiece is considered to 
be Tancredi, a heroic melodrama first staged at the Fenice Theatre in Venice in 1813. 
Thanks to Tancredi, he stood out in the music scene of his time, gaining international 
fame and proving to possess great musical skills. Among them, an excellent melodic 
inspiration, a musical personality easily recognisable and an exceptional orchestration 
technique (Parker 1998: 183). 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Gioacchino Rossini (Britannica) 
 
 
Rossini’s musical expertise and brilliance allowed him to develop a series of operatic 
characteristics, which marked his operas and influenced Italian opera composers for the 
following decades. One of the main peculiar features of his operas is to be found in the 
structure of the arias. The aria was introduced by a recitativo, followed by a cantabile
8
 
                                                          
8
 It is a musical term which means that a piece (or a section of it) should be performed in a singing and 
expressive style. 
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lyrical movement, a kinetic passage with a linking role and a cabaletta
9
 as a conclusion. 
The last one was faster than the first movement and it required a great agility by the 
singer, who was free to add flourished variations to the melodic line in order to show 
his/her abilities and charm the audience. Another hallmark of the composer is to be 
found in the overtures. The majority of them have the so-called crescendo rossiniano, 
that is, a section of eight or sixteen bars that repeats itself several times. Each time the 
dynamic and the orchestration increase, building tension. The fact that Rossini’s operas 
possess some common features creates a kind of exciting expectation in the audience, 
who knows that something pleasant, namely the aria, is going to arrive (Abbate and 
Parker 2014: 183). 
After the success of Tancredi, he composed three comic operas: L’Italiana in Algeri, 
performed in Venice in 1813, Il Barbiere di Siviglia and La Cenerentola, both staged in 
Rome in 1816 and 1817 respectively. Then he went to Naples, where he wrote 
Elisabetta and where he also had the opportunity to meet great opera singers. Their 
remarkable vocal skills allowed him to write Semiramide in 1823 (Parker 1998: 185-
187).
10
 
 
1.1.6 Romanticism 
From about 1830 there was a shift towards the Romantic spirit, which gave opera a 
more lyrical and dramatic style. The change also involved a transformation of the vocal 
features which singers needed to possess, which up to that point were more or less the 
same both for men and for women. From the Romantic period, agilities and canto 
fiorito characterised female vocal skills, whereas men were asked to sing in a clear way, 
pronouncing words in a comprehensible manner, with a loud and intense volume and in 
a more powerful but less agile way. The necessity to have a louder volume was also a 
consequence of the enlargement of the orchestra and of the technical development of the 
instruments which were taking place during that period and which lead to an increased 
importance of the lower brasses (Abbate and Parker 2014: 205-206). 
                                                          
9
 At its origins, the musical term was used to describe a short aria with a constant rhythm repeating itself 
several times in order to allow the singer to add improvised ornamentations. Then it was used to refer to 
an aria’s concluding section, which has to be sung in a fast tempo. 
10
 Sinces it was common practice for composers during that period to conceive their pieces depending on 
the cast that would have sung them for the first time. 
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Important authors of the period were Gaetano Donizetti (1797-1848) and Vincenzo 
Bellini (1801-1835). Both of them were influenced by Rossini but at the same time, 
they were able to develop their own recognisable style. The former became popular in 
1830 thanks to Anna Bolena, which charmed the audience with its pathos, emotional 
energy and deeply dramatic libretto. Nevertheless, what is considered to be Donizetti’s 
best work is Lucia di Lammermoor, staged at the San Carlo Theatre in Naples in 1835 
and based on Sir Walter Scott’s (1771-1832) novel. The style of the opera is concise, 
the orchestra has a particular melancholic colour and the melodies possess a deeply 
expressive elegance (Parker 1998: 192).  
 
 
 
Figure 3 Donizetti's portrait by Giovanni Carnevali (Britannica) 
 
Bellini’s works were also successful, but they were characterised by other stylistic 
features, that is, the length of the melodies and the deep breath of the vocal lines. These 
characteristics were particularly noticeable in Norma, staged for the first time in Milan 
in 1831. Bellini considered to be relevant that the structure of the melodies allowed 
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words to be easily comprehended. In order to achieve that, and to make sure that the text 
was appropriate to his music, he worked in close collaboration with Felice Romani 
(1788-1865), the librettist responsible for most of his operas (Parker 1998: 199). 
As time went by, Italian opera increasingly lost its prestige and the almost absolute 
supremacy that it had gained over the other nations. Because of its strong attachment to 
traditions, it became static and outdated. As a result, progress and innovation were 
considered prerogatives of other countries. 
 
1.1.7 Viva Verdi 
At the same time, paradoxically, Giuseppe Verdi’s (1813-1901) career began. The 
opera composer is considered to be a revolutionary, as he succeeded to free Italian 
reputation from the negative shadow of traditionalism. The achievement was reached 
thanks to the operatic developments which Verdi introduced in his almost 30 operas. 
For instance, instead of making use of the long chain of consecutive arias, which were 
more likely to tire the audience, he employed duets and other types of musical 
dialogues, in line with what it was becoming common practice in the rest of the world. 
An extreme example of this practice can be found in Rigoletto, composed in 1851. 
Indeed, before he started to write it, he declared that he wanted an opera that only 
contained a series of duets. Another feature that characterised Verdi’s music, was its 
reputation to be hard to sing. That was the case because it required both agility and 
power, aiming at creating a dramatic effect by renouncing to vocal composure and any 
kind of canto fiorito (Abbate and Parker: 232-233). 
Part of the success of his operas is also to be found in the appropriate plots’ choice. 
Indeed, they were suitable for the Risorgimento’s spirit, which saw an increase in the 
importance of people and the birth of the idea of nation. Thus, the composer was used 
as a symbol of the Italian protest against the Austrian occupation in Italy. His symbolic 
role became official when in 1859 the acronym “Viva Verdi” - that is, Viva Vittorio 
Emanuele Re d’Italia: long live Vittorio Emanuele, King of Italy - spread throughout 
the country and the “Va pensiero”11 with its exceptional choral and musical qualities 
became one of the most used songs of the Italian unification.  
                                                          
11 The chorus is part of one of the first success of Verdi, Nabucco, composed in 1842. Influences from 
Rossini, Donizetti and Bellini can be noticed, but they are integrated in a personal style.  
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Verdi’s popularity was further brought to an international level when he drew his 
attention to the new opera’s capital, Paris. It was then confirmed when in 1871 he 
composed Aida for Cairo’s opera theatre. The focus of the plot is a human affair set on a 
wide background. One of the most innovative elements is the way in which the music is 
coloured of an exotic flavour, a characteristic that most of the later composers would 
take after him.  
 
 
 
Figure 4 Giuseppe Verdi (Britannica) 
 
 
Until 1890 Verdi’s success was so great that it didn’t leave any space for other 
composers to really stand out. His last opera, Falstaff, was brilliantly written even 
though Verdi was 80 years old, in 1893. The work is marked by the irony towards the 
current state of the Italian opera, which he considered to be dangerously full of foreign 
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elements - coming particularly from the symphonic style of Wagner and his followers - 
(Parker 1998: 208). 
 
1.1.8 Verismo 
A new style, named verismo, officially appeared in1890 with the performance in 
Rome of Pietro Mascagni’s (1863-1945) Cavalleria rusticana. The opera is in one act 
and it consists of a continuum articulated through mainly orchestral motifs. The libretto 
is based on Giovanni Verga’s short novel, a drama of infidelity and revenge between 
Sicilian farmers. The new musical style employed in the piece was partly imported from 
Germany, where Richard Wagner (1813-1883) was composing his operas with a 
gigantic gait and emotional rhetoric (Walker, Heartz, Robinson and Budden 1980: 565). 
Since Cavalleria Rusticana was greatly successful, several composers tried to imitate it. 
However, apart from Ruggero Leoncavallo’s (1857-1919) Pagliacci, written in 1892, 
there were not many positive results.  
If Mascagni introduced the new genre in Italy, the one who is considered to have 
fully mastered it, is Giacomo Puccini (1858-1924). The key of his success was that the 
operas he composed were characterised by an abundant use of vocal and orchestral 
motifs in the musical developments and a perfect combination of music and 
naturalistically stage action. His first successful opera was Manon Lescaut, written in 
1892 and first staged at the Teatro Regio in Turin the following year. What charmed the 
public were the features of the melodies, which were full of sensuality and pathos. It is 
relevant that influences from other composers, such as Richard Wagner and Jules 
Massenet (1842-1912) can be noticed. 
Nevertheless, Puccini’s first real masterpiece was La Boheme, written in 1896 and 
which showed his abilities to perfectly mix the comic and the sentimental scenes. From 
this opera on, he fully understood the importance to have a libretto tailored for his 
dramatic sensibility and the value of good co-workers, particularly of competent 
librettists. His skills kept developing through the years, which brought to the 
compositions of other opera’s Masterpieces. In 1900, Tosca showed Puccini’s great 
ability to give hints of time and place through sound. An example of that could be seen 
in the use of a song sung in dialect by a little shepherd and the sound of the bells 
playing the “Mattutino” coming from a Roman church. With Madama Butterfly, first 
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staged in Milano in 1904, he brought his talent for the description of the local colour to 
the next level. Being the opera set in Japan, he wrote melodies recalling the Japanese 
ones and he successfully imitated the sound of Japanese instruments. 
In 1910 he tried to recreate the American atmospheres with La Fanciulla del West, 
staging it at the New York Metropolitan, but without having a great success. That was 
because the opera did not have the short arias in his previous works that could charm 
the audience. His last opera, Turandot, is set in another country, China. Even if the 
composer died before being able to finish it, it is considered to be his masterpiece. This 
is because he was able to musically set the story through Chinese melodies and thanks 
to its lush musicality. The missing part, the last 15 minutes of music, was composed by 
Franco Alfano (1876-1954), who based his work on some drafts left by Puccini. The 
opera was first staged at the Teatro alla Scala in Milan in 1926, two years after the 
composer’s death (Parker 1998: 213). 
 
 
 
Figure 5 Giacomo Puccini (Britannica) 
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1.2  English opera 
1.2.1 Origins 
In the English theatre, especially for Shakespeare’s plays, music has always been 
abundantly used. Its purpose, however, was not that of conveying emotions - as it is the 
case of opera -, but to create an atmosphere, something more similar to a theatrical 
contour. It was called “Act Music” and included instrumental music played before the 
prologue and before each of the five acts of the show or occasional music to be played 
during the performance.   
From the 16
th
 till the first part of the 17
th
 century, one of the most relevant theatrical 
genre that combined action, ballet, songs, and music in England was the Masque. It had 
influences from the Italian Intermedio and the French Ballet. The main difference 
between Masques and operas lies in its purpose. The first one was used as a social 
ceremony, whereas the latter are staged representations (Bianconi 1996: 270-272). 
 
1.2.2 Music as a concealment  
The first English performance which shows similarities to an opera was born out of 
concealing reasons. In 1642 Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658), a Puritan English political 
leader, ordered the closure of theatres in London, as in his view plays were guilty to 
convey “lascivious Mirth and Levity” (Milling and Thomson 2004). Since plays were 
prohibited, but music was allowed, the impresario William Davenant (1606-1668) in 
1656 sidestepped the ban by setting The siege of the Rhodes, his latest play, to music. 
The music, which was the product of five different composers - Henry Lawes, Matthew 
Locke, Captain Henry Cooke, Charles Coleman, and George Hudson -, did not survive 
until our times. Nevertheless, that is the first time English words were set to music in an 
Italian style. 
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Figure 6 Henry Purcell's portrait by Unknown artist (National Portrait Gallery) 
 
 
The theatrical ban was lifted in 1660 with the Restoration of Charles II and plays and 
operas were free to develop. In 1683 John Blow’s (1649-1708) Venus and Adonis was 
staged, becoming what is considered to be the first English opera. Nonetheless, one of 
the first masterpieces was composed by one of Blow’s student, Henry Purcell (1659-
1695). In 1689 he composed Dido and Aeneas, an opera in three acts sung from the start 
till the end. Despite Dido and Aeneas’s great value, Purcell decided to stop writing full 
length operas and to focus his compositional energies towards semi-operas (Fiske & 
Norris 1980: 597).
12
  
 
                                                          
12
 It is an English opera genre, consisting of spoken plays with musical episodes tacked on. 
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1.2.3 Georg Hӓndel 
After Purcell’s death, English operas’ popularity decreased in favour of Italian 
operas. At first, Londoners were fascinated by the quality of the singers performing in 
Italian operas, particularly by the castratos. In addition to that, after the arrival of Georg 
Hӓndel (1685-1759) in London, thanks to his excellent musical and compositional 
skills, they were also drawn by the quality of the music. Hӓndel arrived from Germany 
to the English capital in 1711 and in the same year, his Rinaldo was staged at the King’s 
Theatre on the 24
th
 of February. In order to facilitate the comprehension of the Opera, 
the libretto was printed both in Italian and in English. The audience could buy it in the 
streets closed to the theatre and read it inside the auditorium. Rinaldo, like the other 40 
operas that Hӓndel wrote during his career, belonged to the Italian serious opera genre, 
whose structure was characterised by an alternation of arias and recitatives. Rinaldo was 
successful and it was considered as a revolution for the English theatre.  
Nonetheless, Italian opera quickly lost favour among the London’s audience because 
of the high costs of the tickets, the increasing success of the English Ballad opera and 
the characteristics of serious opera. The latter included the use of castrato voices, which 
started to be regarded as ridicule and disgusting, the recitativo secco, which was 
considered too boring and lastly the arias, which were not appreciated anymore because 
of their repetitiveness. The defeat was such that around 1740 Hӓndel gave up writing 
Italian operas and focused on the composition of Oratories (Abbate and Parker 2014: 
81-82).
 13
 
 
1.2.4 The Ballad opera 
The Ballad opera is an English musical theatre form, which was popular during the 
first decades of the 18
th
 century. It is a spoken comedy that includes simple sung parts 
on traditional or currently popular melodies. Contrarily to Italian operas’ noble and 
heroic narratives, Ballads were satirical pieces, featuring characters from the low 
classes. (Civra 1995: 228) They formed as a reaction to the Italian Serious opera,  
whose extravagancies they mocked.  
                                                          
13
 Oratories are an extended musical setting of a sacred text made up of dramatics, narrative and 
contemplative elements. Except for a greater emphasis on the chorus throughout much of its history, the 
musical forms and styles of the oratorio tend to approximate to those of opera in any given period) in 
English, which were greeted with a great success. (Smither 1980) 
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The first Ballad opera to have a great success was The Beggar’s Opera by John Gay 
(1685-1732), with music by J. Christoph Pepush (1667-1752), staged at the London’s 
Theatre in 1728. The comedy has a focus on the low life in London and the figures 
satirised are politicians, the legal profession and Italian opera. One of the reasons why 
Italian opera was the target of mockery was because English composers and authors saw 
it as a threat. They made fun of the audience that went to see a show in a language that 
most of them could not understand and ironically stressed the dangerous repercussion of 
the effeminate castrato (Rubsamen 1980: 79-82).  
Nevertheless, Italian influences in the English opera world were still strong. A proof 
of that can be seen in Thomas Arne’s (1710-1778) Artaxserse, composed in 1762. Even 
though it is considered the first popular all-sung, full length English opera, the libretto is 
based on an English version of a Metastasian libretto made by the composer. Other 
attempts of English operas were made, but they were still highly influenced by Italian 
style - in this period, in particular by Rossini and Donizetti - and it could be said that 
they were Italian operas sung in English.  
 
1.2.5 Operetta 
The English musical world arouse again after several unsuccessful efforts in the 
serious opera field when William S. Gilbert (1836-1911) and Arthur Sullivan (1842-
1900) joined and worked together on another musical form: Operetta (Fiske and Norris 
1980: 599). Operetta is a light opera with spoken dialogues, songs, and dances born as a 
development of the opera comique. The first Operetta was Jacques Offenbach’s (1819-
1880) Operas bouffes of 1855. It then spread in most of the other European theatres 
which were already showing other kinds of lighter musical performances (Casini 1995: 
279). Thanks to the malleable nature of Operetta, each nation absorbed it and 
transformed it according to the features of its own national music.  
In England, the composers who were most successfully influenced by Offenbach’s 
new theatrical pieces were, as above-mentioned, Sullivan and Gilbert. Their first 
Operetta was Trial by jury, performed in 1875 at the London’s Royalty Theatre and 
which marked the beginning of a successful period for the two English composers and 
for the genre, which lasted until 1890. 
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Figure 7 Gilbert’s and Sullivan's caricature (Classicfm) 
 
 
The English Operetta was characterised by two distinctive elements. First, by the 
satirical tone of the comedy, which focused on the social conditions of that time, with a 
preference for the comic and nonsense situations. Then, by the various influences that 
can be traced in the music - among others, the Italian operatic style, Hӓndel’s oratories, 
folk English music and so on -. At a later time, thanks to the impresario George 
Edwardes (1855-1915), the Operetta subdivided itself into two different genres. The 
lighter and more ephemeral one was performed at the Gaiety Theatre, the other one, 
slightly more serious, at the Daly’s Theatre (Casini, 1995: 540). 
 
1.2.6 Renovation of the English opera 
The following years were marked by some attempts from English opera composers 
to give English opera new life. Among others, Ethel Smith (1858-1944)’s The 
Wreckers, composed during the first years of the 20
th
 century, had great success among 
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the English audience. Another worth mentioning English composer of the period was 
Rutland Boughton (1878-1960). Boughton’s most successful work was The Immortal 
Hour, first staged during the second decade of the 20
th
 century. The plot is inspired to 
the Celtic tradition and the music is influenced by pentatonic folk music. The use of 
traditional and folk musical feature together with modal scales was followed and 
developed by Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958). He is considered to be the master 
of this new current, even if he produced only six operas which were not positively 
accepted by the contemporary critique.  
Gustav Holst (1874-1934) was another important composer who followed the same 
path as Williams. At the beginning of his career, Holst was drawn to the Oriental world, 
especially to Hinduism, which influenced the setting of the major part of his early 
works. In 1908 he composed Savitri that revolutionized the opera structure of the time. 
He used a Chamber Orchestra - a reduction of a usual Orchestra - and only three solo 
singers. The plot is simple and it develops in only one act which lasts less than half an 
hour (Neill 1995: 587-590). 
 
1.2.7 Benjamin Britten 
Benjamin Britten (1913-1976) is considered to be the first English opera composer 
who did not heavily suffer the influences coming from foreign authors. He revealed 
himself to the English and International public in 1945, after the end of the Second 
World War. The opera he showed to the world was Peter Grimes, which was greeted 
with almost undisputed success at his first staged performance in Sadler’s Wells in 
London. The drama is set in a fishermen village on the Suffolk coast and one of the 
most important themes of this story - and in general, of all Britten’s works - is 
compassion.  
Another important work was Billy Budd, that was favourably welcome from the 
audience in 1951. The musical tools employed for the work are majestic, and they 
include twenty singers, a treble and a mixed choir plus an orchestra. Then he composed 
several other operas of various subjects and characters, including a comic one, Albert 
Herring, whose English humour was not fully appreciated by the foreign audience. The 
key to his success is his eclecticism, which allows him to brilliantly adapt his musical 
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writing abilities according to each different musical and theatrical structure (Neill 1995: 
590-593). 
 
 
 
Figure 8 Benjamin Britten (Classicalfm) 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
2. Opera and translation 
The main languages of opera were the languages of the countries with the strongest 
opera tradition. Since opera was born in Italy, the most important language was Italian, 
followed by French and German. The production of the operas was not restricted to 
their nations of origin. Thus, it became necessary to make the texts comprehensible to 
the foreign audiences. In order to make the opera linguistically available to the public 
from other countries, Theatres have been employing different translation tools since the 
very beginning. Those tools have been transformed and improved over time, with 
important developments particularly since the last decades of the 20
th
 century.  
 
2.1 Libretti 
The libretto, according to the definition in the New Groove, Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, is “a printed book containing the words of an opera, oratorio or other 
extended vocal work in dialogue” (Dent and Smith 1980: 821). The term started to be 
used soon after the birth of opera, indicating a small booklet with the text of the musical 
piece, often full of lush illustrations and available for the pursue of the audience before 
the show. As regards the musical part of the first operas, even if several librettists were 
also musicians, it was not included in the libretto and it was not often printed and sold 
to the public (Desblache 2007: 157). 
There are several types of libretto and the first great distinction lies between the 
translated and the intralingua librettos. The first ones were used by the audience whose 
language was different from the one used in the performance and were particularly 
successful in England and Germany. Translated libretti contained both the text in the 
original language and the translated text in the language of the public. The book’s 
setting was made of the two texts progressing at the same time on facing pages. One of 
the first examples of this type of libretto translation was the version in English of 
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Cambert’s Ariane, performed in London in 1674 (Dent and Smith 1980: 616). 
Intralingua libretti were in the same language of the performance and could be 
subdivided into two categories: the libretti cereni and the collection of the works of one 
librettist. The first ones are those libretti which were printed and sold to be read at 
candlelight in the theatre to follow the performance. They were printed on low cost 
paper and they were often full of orthographical and spelling mistakes, due to the short 
amount of time that printers had to produce them. The latter ones were of a higher 
quality and served a more professional purpose, as they were generally read and studied 
by connoisseurs outside the performance circumstances. The authors of the written 
texts, who were regarded as proper artists, often financed the publication of their own 
collection (Smith 1981: 20). 
During the 17
th
 century librettos were the most widely used tool by the public to 
better follow and understand the opera performance. However, over time, the 
circumstances changed and the number of the printed librettos decreased. Firstly, from 
the early years of the 19
th
 century, gas lighting began to be employed in theatres. The 
result was an easier way to dim the light in the auditorium, which made reading librettos 
during the performance harder. The second changing factor was the greater uniformity 
of the production, which meant a decreased need of printed libretto. Lastly, there was an 
increase in the circulation and popularity of the complete works in full or vocal score, 
which replaced the librettos (Dent and Smith 1980: 823). 
The relevance of the role of the librettist decreased from the second half of the 19
th
 
century. In those years there was a shift in the balance between music and words. While 
in the previous years, text was more important than music, from that period, music 
prevailed over the words. As a result, composers embraced the need to create a perfect 
blend of musical and literal elements. That is why the composers - among them Wagner 
- started to write their own libretti or - as in the case of Verdi - sought to work strictly in 
contact with their librettists (Desblache 2007: 158). 
Nowadays, librettos are still used, even though not to follow the opera performance 
anymore.
14
 In the last period there were two most common uses of the libretti. The first 
one is a word-by-word translation, used by singers whose language is different from the 
                                                          
14
 Apart maybe during Opera Festivals in open theatres - for instance, the one taking place at the Arena di 
Verona during summer - where the lighting of the stage could allow the riding of the booklets. 
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one they are going to perform in. They use it as a form of aid to comprehend the 
meaning of the words they are going to sing and to better express themselves. The 
second one is made available to the audience before the beginning of the show and it is 
called literary translation. Since auditoriums in theatres are not lit, the audience can only 
read the literary translation of the performance before its beginning, to have a general 
idea of the plot of the opera (Orero and Matamala 2007: 262-263). 
 
2.2 Singable translations 
Another way to overcome the linguistic barrier in opera performances is through the 
singable translation. This entails the translation of the original text into the language of 
the country where the opera is staged. The translated text will be sung with the same 
music of the source text.  
 
2.2.1 Historical background 
Theatres began to employ singable translations from the first years of the 18
th
 
century, especially in England and Germany (Desblache 2007: 159). Tommaso 
Stanzani’s Arsinoe, staged at the Drury Lane Theatre in London in 1705, was the first 
opera sung in translation, thanks to the work of Thomas Clayton, who translated the 
libretto from Italian into English (Montgomery 1929: 416-417).  
Not all the productions, however, used the same translation approach. For instance, 
the same opera could have pieces sung in different languages. An example of that is 
Thomyris, produced by Addison and Clayton in 1707. The musical piece contained 
some parts in English and some others in Italian. This mixture of languages could occur 
because singers tended to perform in their mother tongues - the language whose 
pronunciation they mastered -. Since it was difficult at that time to convince Italian 
singers to go to England, roles were filled by English performers - singing in English -, 
even if the opera was in Italian (Dent 1945: 20).  
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Figure 9 The Drury Lane Theatre by Edward Dayes (Britannica) 
 
Moreover, arias and recitatives were treated in different ways, as regards the choice 
of language. Arias, more lyrical and poetic, were sung in the original language - that is, 
mainly Italian -, so that the audience could appreciate their esthetical characteristics. 
Recitatives - the parts where the plot usually develops -, on the other hand, were sung in 
the language of the public, who could therefor follow the unfolding of events 
(Desblache 2007: 159-160). 
The opera genre and the venue where the opera was performed further influenced the 
decisions concerning language use. In serious opera, the original language was usually 
kept, whereas Comic opera was translated into the language of the audience. The choice 
was made considering the two genres features. In Comic opera, the audience had to 
understand what the performers were singing - otherwise they could not laugh - and 
singable translation was thought to enable the public to understand faster. As regards 
the venue, opera houses and provincial theatres followed different linguistic approaches. 
The first one staged shows performed in the original language and attended by an elite 
audience - who can afford to buy an expensive ticket -. Provincial theatres, on the other 
hand, produced cheaper performances in the language of the audience. 
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Over time, there was an increase in the employment of singable translations, which 
reached a peak during the first half of the 20
th
 century. The two World Wars had 
strengthened people’s nationalist feeling and as a consequence, assisting to opera in a 
foreign language was not advisable. Therefore, even if opera connoisseurs still preferred 
attending performances in the original language, most of the shows were sung in the 
language of the audience (Desblache 2007: 162-163). Moreover, the need of 
understading the words sung by the performers was considered increasingly important 
in England. The English audience was becoming increasingly sceptical towards the 
genre, which was regarded as elitist because it was expensive and it used a foreign 
language. As Dent (1934-1935: 81) stated, “for practical purposes translation is a 
necessity, if opera is to receive any popular encouragement”. 
Nowadays, even if singable translation’s supporters and opponents are still debating, 
the general belief is that singing the opera in a language which is not the original one is 
unnatural and wrong for several reasons (Palmer 2013: 23). First, the opera composer 
wrote it thinking about a particular libretto in a specific language. Using the same music 
with a different text, the original idea and effects that the composer had in mind change. 
It also emerges, that singable translations are rhythmically, dramatically and 
semantically restricted. That is, the translator has limited translation possibilities to 
make the translated text fit the original music. As Low (2017: 73) points out, in extreme 
cases the translator is forced to adjust the rhythm of the piece to make his/her translation 
choice possible - for example, by adding an extra note -, altering the original music 
created by the composer. In addition to that, every language has its own sound, 
particular characteristics, tone colours and idiomatic, rhythmic and melodic flavour. It is 
almost impossible to fully transmit these features from the original text to the translated 
one. 
On the other hand, singable translation’s supporters stress the positive aspects of the 
tool. For instance, its attempt to make opera theatre a more inclusive place. Some 
people consider it a “snobbery” to perform opera in a foreign language, while singing in 
the language of the audience shows a more comprehensive approach (Desblache 2013: 
15-16). Among the supporters of singable translation there are also famous composers. 
As reported by Low (2003: 98), Wagner and Puccini perfectly comprehended the 
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importance for the audience to understand the text of the operas. For this reason, they 
stated that their works should be performed using the language spoken by the public. 
 
2.2.2 A “Pentathlon of elements” 
The translation of sung texts entails more restrictions than the translation of other 
type of texts. The additional restrictions derive from the music linked with the text. This 
challenges the translator’s skills to create an effective target text, which has to be sung 
using the same melody of the source text. In order to cope with the issues involved in 
the translation of singable texts, Low (2017: 79) suggests a “pentathlon of elements” 
which have to be mixed together: singability, sense, naturalness, rhythm and rhyme.  
Singability means, by Low’s (2017: 81) definition, a “relative ease of vocalisation”. 
In other words, the translation should satisfy the requirements of articulation, breath, 
dynamics and resonance, avoiding difficulties for the singer. For this reason, even if it is 
the translator’s duty to carefully choose the words with the right vowels15 and 
consonants,
16
 it is a singer who should be the final judge of the work. The second factor 
mentioned is sense: a singable translation has to communicate the same meaning as its 
original. While it is important that the sense of the source text matches the one of the 
translated text, translators of songs can be more flexible in their work and choose 
between a wider range of synonyms if the music requires it (Low 2017: 87). What is 
meant with naturalness is that the target text should not sound as a translation, but as a 
text that a speaker of that language could utter. Peculiar to the singable translation is the 
role that the rhythm of the music plays in the translational process. The target text has to 
maintain the same rhythmical features of the source text, otherwise it would not be 
possible to set it to the same music of the original text. In order to make sure that the 
rhythmical characteristics are kept, the translator should focus on the musical features of 
the text and the melody.
17
 The last element mentioned is rhyme. In this respect, Low 
(2017: 103) states that if the source text contains a rhyme, it is not automatically 
compulsory that also the source text includes it. The translator should reflect whether 
the Target Text would benefit from it. In order to obtain an ideal singable translation, 
                                                          
15
 For instance, a basic rule is to bear in mind that it is difficult for singers to reach notes in the high 
register while saying close vowels as /i/ and /e/. 
16
 It is important to avoid the use of consonants clusters, since it is not easy for singers to sing them.  
17
 For instance, attention has to be paid to the Music’s downbeats and the stresses of syllables. 
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the translator should find a balance between all the five above-mentioned factors. 
Ideally, the five elements would be considered equally relevant while translating. On the 
other hand, it is argued that compromises are likely to be necessary and that the 
translator will have to choose which elements are to be considered more important than 
others (Low 2017: 79). 
When translating operas and musical, further factors have to be taken into account. 
First, there is a sixth element that has to be taken into consideration: the coherence 
between what it is sung and what it is shown on stage. The translator should be aware of 
the storyline, the singers’ acting and gestures, their costumes and the scenography, 
otherwise the translation may alter the audience’s reception of the performance. For 
instance, the target text might omit relevant words or refer to objects not shown on the 
stage or present on it but with different features. Moreover, in opera and musical 
translation, the naturalness of the text gains further importance. Since the performers are 
singing and acting at the same time, the translation should sound natural, in order to 
allow the singers to show credible interpretations (Low 2017: 110). 
 
2.3 Surtitles  
Surtitles are one of the latest and most innovative change in the opera translation 
field. It is also possible to call them supertitles, supratitles, projected titles or English 
captions and according to the Cambridge Dictionary, they are “a written form in the 
listener's own language of the words that are being sung in an opera, shown above 
the stage during a performance”. Surtitles have completely changed the opera 
experience, making it easier for a larger number of people to understand the show on 
stage. 
 
2.3.1 Historical background 
Surtitling appeared on stage for the first time in Canada on 21
st
 January 1983. The 
opera performed was Richard Strauss’s Elektra and since the public’s response to the 
introduction of this aid was more than favourable, it was used again three months later 
for Claudio Monteverdi’s L’incoronazione di Poppea. By the early 1980s, few North 
Americans were fluent in Italian, French or German, that is, the languages of the most 
standard operatic repertoire. For this reason, Lofti Mansouri, the General Director of the 
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Canadian Opera Company at that time, inspired by the success that subtitles had among 
the audience of foreign films, thought about a way to adapt them to the opera stage. The 
actual creator of the first surtitles
18
 was John Leberg, the Director of operations at the 
Canadian Opera Company. He designed slides to be projected by hand onto a medium-
grey screen. This, contrarily to subtitles, which are at the bottom of the screen, was 
placed above the stage, in order to make them more visible to the audience. The slides 
employed for the first surtitled opera in Canada amounted to 800 and they were written, 
photographed, developed, mounted, numbered and then orderly assembled and inserted 
into the projector. Since this was not an easy and fast process to be carried out, it was 
soon decided to use a computerised system with a digital projector (Robert 2001: 20-
22). In addition to that, Palmer (2013: 22) pointed out, that it was not a coincidence that 
surtitles appeared for the first time in Canada. Since Canada has both English and 
French native speakers, a singable translation of the opera would not have satisfied 
everyone: an English translation would have disadvantaged the French audience and 
vice-versa. For this reason, it was decided to let the singers perform the opera in its 
original language and use both English and French surtitles.  
The new creation spread from Canada to America and Europe. The Royal Opera 
House in London was the first Theatre in England to use surtitles in its shows, one year 
after the introduction of the tool in Canada. In 1986 the same theatre decided to use 
surtitles for every opera performed in a language different from English. A further step 
was made in 2006, when the English National Opera decided to regularly introduce 
surtitles in English opera performances. The decision was made because of the 
auditorium’s characteristics where operas are performed. The acoustic is affected by its 
width, which does not allow to exactly understand the words of the singers, even those 
with a perfect diction. Intralingua surtitles were then used by other opera theatres in 
other countries, as they tackled several issues. First, the heavy sound of the orchestra
19
 
might cover the performers’ singings, preventing the audience to understand the 
passage. Second, singers might not be able to achieve a clear pronunciation in the entire 
vocal register’s range, affecting the audience’s comprehension. Moreover, performers 
                                                          
18
 According to Dubiski (2012: 208-209 in Ozarowska 2017: 173) surtitles were firstly used in China in 
the early 80s, when local opera houses showed the Chinese translation of the opera vertically at the side 
of the stage: 
19
 As a choice of the composer, who wants a part of the composition to be played ff (fortissimo) or as an 
artistic interpretation of the conductor. 
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may be required to sing under unorthodox circumstances - for example offstage or 
wearing uncomfortable costumes - which could affect their diction (Palmer, 2013: 29). 
In addition to that, words used in operas, especially the older ones, are generally archaic 
and it could result hard to immediately grasp their meanings only by hearing them.  
 
2.3.2 Surtitling approach at the Royal Opera House and at Opera North 
There is no a general and standard procedure that leads to the creation of surtitles. 
Even the same opera house can make different decisions according to the type of 
performance that has to be translated or the particular features of the auditorium where 
it has to be staged. Palmer (2013: 26-28) gives an account of the surtitling process 
which takes place at Covent Garden’s Theatre, where she operates as a surtitler. First, 
the author points out that the basic requirements to be a surtitler are to own a music 
degree, to know the operatic repertoire and be able to perfectly follow an operatic piano 
reduction score during the performance. Moreover, language skills are also desirable, 
especially in French, Italian and German.  
Once the repertoire for the upcoming season is announced, the theatre requests the 
translations of the opera to freelance translators, who are given the opera’s score 
together with all the important information regarding the production - including the 
conductor’s interpretation of the opera and how the stage will look like -. The 
translation is then combined to a numbered surtitle script. The numbers are marked in 
the score where the caption should appear. It is then possible to program the series of 
captions and blank pages - without written lines -, which allows the surtitler to test the 
captions’ flow while looking at a recording of the opera. The trial is made in order to 
decide how fast the titles should appear and disappear and at which moment. The 
choices made at this stage are then checked again by the surtitler and the translation’s 
author during the rehearsals of the show, which is when it is possible to better adjust the 
titles according to the conductor’s tempo and how the solo singers perform their arias. 
An interesting example’s approach of surtitling operas in the same language of the 
audience - intralingua surtitles - is the one offered by Opera North in Leeds. The 
Theatre has been regularly using surtitles in opera sung in the original language since 
2002 and intralingua surtitles since 2008. As regards intralingua surtitles, it is made 
clear that every opera is preceded by rigorous discussion to decide whether they will be 
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used and how. The “Festival of Britten”, which took place during the Autumn season of 
2013 gives an overview of the different elements which can influence decisions 
regarding the use of surtitles.  
The theatre staged three Britten’s operas and each of them entailed a different 
surtitling approach. The operas performed were a Midsummer Night’s Dream (1960), 
Death in Venice (1973) and Peter Grimes (1945). Midsummer Night’s Dream entailed 
the simplest surtitling approach, since it was decided that surtitles were needed to aid 
the audience’s comprehension through the entire performance. The second opera 
entailed a more complex approach, since some parts of it were considered to be more 
easily understandable than others.  
 
 
 
Figure 10 Opera North (Operanorth) 
 
 
As regards the first ones, that is the leading singer’s monologues and dialogues with 
the other main characters, the artistic staff of Opera North decided not to use surtitles. 
The decision was made because the solo parts of the leading singer were freely sung in a 
technique which resembled the speech. Moreover, the orchestra just lightly 
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accompanied the singing and the diction of the singer performing the main character in 
that production - the tenor Alan Oke - was trusted to be clear. On the other hand, the 
choral parts were considered to be hard to understand due to their poetic and exalted 
language and they were therefore surtitled. Titles were also employed in a section of the 
opera in which every performer used a different foreign language. In this case, surtitles 
were not used with the aim of aiding the audience’s comprehension of the text, because 
the composer did not want the public to understand the words in that section. Surtitles 
were kept in the foreign language - that is, among others, Russian, Polish and Danish - 
in order to make the audience aware of that - to make them understand that they did not 
have to understand - and not to create panic. Discussions about the surtitling of the third 
opera brought another result, that is not to use surtitles. The choice was made because, 
as in Death in Venice, some parts were easily comprehensible. Even if others were not, 
Richard Mantle, General Director of Opera North, thought that avoiding surtitles was 
the best decision, because: 
 
 
“Britten took great care to set the conversational passages as clearly as possible. At other 
times, literal meaning was less important to the composer than the suggestive qualities of 
the text – when meaning is conveyed at least as much by music, image and gesture as it is 
by the words. In the words of our director, Phyllida Lloyd, ‘The composer is clear when he 
wants to be and densely poetic and veiled at other times’”. 
 
 
2.3.3 Surtitling in Italy 
Surtitles in Italy arrived in 1986, three years after their invention in Canada. The first 
opera to be performed with the linguistic aid was Wagner’s Die Meister von Nuernberg 
(1862-1867) at the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino in Florence. The introduction of the 
tool was made following a general discontent towards singable translations and the 
necessity to allow a greater part of the audience to better understand the operatic text. 
The translation of the text from German into Italian was made by Sergio Sablich, under 
the request of the Artistic and Musical Director of the production Zubin Metha (Sablich 
2002). 
As regards the surtitling procedure in Italy, it is similar to the one in England even 
though in Italy the surtitles displayed during the performance are often both in Italian 
and English, in order to include as many people as possible in the show. After the 
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theatre requests the surtitles to the Surtitling Company, the surtitler produces the first 
translation draft. Mauro Conti, who has been producing surtitles in Italy since 1987, 
soon after the innovation arrived in the country, points out some translation guidelines. 
He states that the titles can be changed at any moment, since they have to fit with the 
staged production. In order to make sure of that, the surtitler is often present at the 
opera’s rehearsals. Moreover, to write surtitles entails many restrictions, such as timing 
and the editorial layout. The first one has to be taken into consideration because titles 
must not remain displayed on the screen too much or too little. The second one is a 
fixed quantity of lines (2) and digits (44) that cannot be exceeded, because otherwise the 
screen would be too chaotic. Furthermore, in the display of surtitles, repetitions tended 
to be avoided in order to not confuse the public. Nevertheless, he specifies that if the 
text repeats itself but the music changes, the words’ repetition should be avoided by 
writing a slightly different text, to make sure that the audience grasps that something is 
going on.
20
  
However, he stresses that a general rule does not exist in the creation of surtitles and 
every case has to be carefully studied in order to find the best solution. Moreover, even 
if his company is asked to surtitle an opera that they have already surtitled for another 
Theatre or production, the surtitles need to be remade. He also argues that surtitles are 
the most popular and effective translating tool in Italy. According to him, they are able 
to linguistically and culturally transfer the meaning of the original opera without 
altering its musical qualities, as for instance, singable translations
21
 do.  
 
                                                          
20
 This is easier to do with surtitles which show the translation of the text in the language of the public, 
where it is more than likely that the audience does not understand everything that is sung in the other 
language. 
21
 Singable translation’s alleged negative affect is one of the reason why it is not employed in theatres 
anymore. Indeed, it has been popular in Italy before the introduction of surtitles, but now it is rarely used, 
and if so not in the main opera houses. 
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Figure 11 Surtitles in Italian and English (Prescott) 
 
 
2.3.4 Surtitles’ sources 
The opera translator can base the translation of the surtitles on two different types of 
sources. The first one closely follows the original libretto, almost creating a word-by-
word translation. The second one is freer and it is adjusted according to the stage 
interpretation of the production. For instance, what is considered as redundant is not 
translated and reported in surtitles. Repetitions are an example of an unnecessary part of 
the text, which are often not included in titles. The performer can give to identical 
sentences different nuances by diverse ways of interpreting them. On the other hand, 
there is no any addition in meaning if the same phrase is written and displayed more 
than once on the screen. Moreover, the translator should bear in mind that surtitles are 
not the only tool conveying information to the audience during the operatic 
performance. In fact, elements such as music, acting and the stage’s set are all essential 
parts of the opera’s message. For this reason, it is stated that surtitles should not 
translate every word, but leave the meaning communication to the other semiotic 
modes. Indeed, text and context, that is, surtitles and all the other communication tools 
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should be used together to produce the best surtitles possible. Since people do not come 
to opera to read surtitles, it is argued that it is better to write short titles, in order to not 
divert audience’s attention from the other semiotic modes (Virkkunen 2004: 93). 
The production interpretation could be completely different from the original set of 
the opera, as it happens when operas are modernised. In this case, as pointed out by 
Ozarowska (2017: 176), the creation of surtitlers become even more complicated, as 
what happens on stage does not always accord with what the performers sing. The 
decision regarding the translation’s degree of divergence from the source text should be 
made by the theatre. The choice lays between having the audience reading something 
which is different from what they see on stage and produce a target text completely 
different from the source text. It is argued that usually what is sacrificed in the surtitles’ 
production is the faithfulness to the original text.  
 
2.3.5 Surtitles’ detractors and supporters  
The introduction of surtitles in Theatres caused many discussions among music 
critics, conductors, and other people working in the opera field. One of the major 
concerns was that surtitles could ruin audience’s experience of the performance. For 
instance, David Pountney - a British Theatre and Opera Director - stated that surtitles 
are a “celluloid condom inserted between the audience and the immediate gratification 
of understanding” (Higgins 2005). Indeed, it was thought that reading the text on the 
screen would have drawn the attention of the audience away from what was happening 
on stage, decreasing their level of involvement in the performance.  
To further comprehend the matter, Silveira & Diaz (2014) carried out a 
psychological research. Their study aimed to detect whether and how surtitles influence 
the audience’s experience of an opera. The experiment consisted of showing master 
music students an excerpt of an operatic performance in three different modalities and 
analysing their reactions. In the first case the participants listened only to the audio, the 
second group had the video added and in the last study group the subtitles and video 
were displayed together with the audio. The experiment’s results, studied by Silveira & 
Diaz (2014) show that the subtitles had a mixed effect on the audience’s perception of 
the opera. On one hand, the level of expressivity felt by the spectators decreased and on 
the other they increased the degree of interest and attention. The authors suggest that a 
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possible explanation for the phenomenon is that the attention of the audience is more 
drawn towards the written text rather than the music.  
 
 
Figure 12 Means plots of overall response magnitudes for the audio, audio + video (A/V), and audio 
+ video with subtitles (A/V + S) conditions (Silvera and Dias). 
 
 
On the other hand, Low (2003: 98-99) points out that surtitles partially helped to 
tackle two main issues in the opera industry, namely intelligibility and cost. The first 
one has always been a problem, since the original languages of the operas were mainly 
Italian and French. The latter is also considered an old issue, since it has always been 
expensive to produce great and impressive operas, because of the stage’s settings and 
the high salaries required by singers. The creation of surtitles would have helped to 
ensure a greater comprehension of the sung text and at the same time to reach a wider 
audience, positively affecting theatres’ earnings. Moreover, surtitles allowed Theatres to 
expand their repertoire. Artistic directors could feel freer to insert new pieces, because 
even if the plot is unknown and the opera does not possess the appealing of famous 
arias, the linguistic tool would make it easier for the public to comprehend the text 
(Low, 2003: 99). 
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2.3.6 Surtitling and Subtitling 
Subtitles and surtitles are very similar, since the former inspired the creation of the 
latter. Yet, there are few differences between the two linguistic aids. First, the 
circumstances under which surtitles and subtitles are employed are completely different. 
Once subtitles are produced, if the author has done a proper job, there should not be any 
unpleasant surprise during the running of the film. On the other hand, surtitles are used 
during live performances, which can present any kind of unexpected event altering the 
predetermined flow of actions and mismatching the synchronisation between the 
captions and what is happening on stage. For instance, singers can forget or change 
some words in the aria, excessively speed up or slow down the tempo. Another 
differentiation between the two translation tools is the position where they are 
displayed. Subtitles are at the bottom of the screen, and they permit the viewer to easily 
read them without having to move the gaze from the screen. On the contrary, surtitles 
are often placed above or at the sides of the stage, forcing the audience to divert the 
attention from the action. It is also pointed out, that surtitles and subtitles have different 
speed, which is due to the different pace of the spoken and sung dialogue. Words are 
delivered more quickly in spoken than in sung discourses therefore, subtitles have to 
stay on the screen for a shorter period of time than surtitles. 
Nevertheless, the general guidelines which need to be followed for the writing of 
subtitling are the same of surtitling. For instance, the need for economy, which is 
greater in the case of subtitling compared to surtitling. Advices on the matter include 
not to use long words and to reflect whether it is worth to translate every word. It is also 
important to avoid ambiguity, for instance by a reduced use of homographs and 
sentences in which grammar favours misreading. Other rules mentioned are that every 
caption needs to be a self-contained statement, it is advisable to use as less punctuation 
as possible and lastly, to omit repetitions (Low, 2017: 54). 
 
2.4 Opera accessibility 
Language is not the only barrier that has to be overcome in opera performances. The 
features of the venues have also to be taken into consideration, as they can prevent the 
audience to fully experience the show. At the Grand Teatre del Liceu in Barcelona, for 
instance, there are three types of screen, designed to specifically tackle the problems 
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that some seats present. The first one is the most common one, placed above the stage 
and displaying the translated surtitles. The second type is used in the first row’s seats, 
where the view of the main screen is reduced. A special screen is fixed at the end of an 
adjustable stick, which allows the patron to move it at the right height and distance. The 
screen offers the choice of three languages: Catalan, Spanish and English. Furthermore, 
in other parts of the auditorium, where the view of the stage and main display is 
restricted, a small screen shows both what is happening on stage and the surtitles - thus, 
becoming subtitles -, with the same language options of the screen mentioned before 
(Orero and Matamala 2007: 266-267). 
 
 
 
Figure 13 Screen at Opera House Barcelona (Orero and Matamala 2005). 
 
 
Another Theatre which has introduced a particular screen system is the Metropolitan 
Opera in New York. The installation was carried out in 1995 because the width of the 
stage did not allow a good view from every seat and the Artistic Director James Levine 
did not want to place a surtitles screen on the stage, as he refused to impose surtitles to 
people who preferred not to read them. Thus, 20 cm wide screens displaying surtitles 
were installed on the back of every seat. Met Titles
22
 are offered in multiple languages 
                                                          
22
 This is the name with which are called the surtitles on the back seats at Metropolitan Opera in New 
York. 
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in soft amber print and are visible a few rows back but not at their sides. Moreover, each 
member of the audience can choose whether and when to switch them on (Tommasini 
1995).  
Together with the characteristics of the venue, an issue that has to be taken into 
consideration is the physical impairment of some people, which can prevent them to 
fully enjoy the experience of going to the opera. Blind and partially sighted and deaf 
and hard of hearing people cannot enjoy the performance as others. The matter has 
recently been the focus of several researches and studies, which gave various solutions 
to better tackle the problems.  
 
2.4.1 Solutions for Blind and Visually impaired people 
There are four different ways to enhance visually impaired people’s opera 
experience. The first one consists of an Audio Introduction made available before the 
beginning of the opera. In particular, The English National Opera and the Royal Opera 
House designed an audio text which describes the operatic production. The tool entailed 
few drawbacks, such as the limits of one’s memory - which can prevent patrons to 
remember everything they heard - and the loss of the surprise’s effect.  
Another solution is the use of Audio Descriptions. The person who requires it 
receives an account of what is happening on the stage through headphones. Descriptions 
are delivered during the sections in which there is no singing going on and the music is 
not regarded as highly relevant. The drawback is that it may not be comfortable to assist 
to the performance with headphones on. Headphones could obstruct the reception of the 
music coming from the stage and at the same time exclude the person from the other 
people around him/her.  
Audio Description and Audio Introduction’s main object is to communicate to the 
visually impaired audience what is happening on stage and how the set looks like. If the 
problem that has to be tackled is the translation of the foreign text of the opera, then the 
Theatre might employ Audio-Subtitles. Audio-Subtitles were inspired by a speech-
synthesis software used in a TV program which converted text into speech. It consisted 
in a describer reading the surtitles above the music and the singing. Even if the 
responses to this aid were positive, more research is needed to better assess this type of 
translation solution.  
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All the above mentioned tools involve the employment of the aural sense. Some 
Theatres - such as the Scottish Opera, San Diego Opera and the Grand Opera House in 
Belfast -, on the other hand, have introduced Touch Tours, an experience which enhance 
visually impaired people’s participation to opera through the tactile sense. Patrons are 
allowed to touch the costumes and the furniture on stage to have a personal impression 
of how the visual design of the opera is like, so that during the performance they can 
better relate to the show (Orero and Matamala 2007: 269-273). 
One of the latest experiments in the accessible opera field has been carried out by 
Hee-Jung Chung - Executive Producer/Director for Korea News Network -. She 
premiered the first Barrier-Free opera in Korea on 8
th
 September 2016, staging a version 
of La Boheme in the complete darkness. Hee-Jung Chung aim was to allow visually 
impaired people to experience an opera without letting them missing any visually 
conveyed meaning. In order to achieve that, she formed a team of experts with which 
she modified the script. The opera was sung in the original language – Italian - and 
actors delivered the Korean translation of the sung section after each performer sang. 
Actors also described in Korean the stage and the characters’ motions as envisaged in 
the script, during the piano playing parts. Since no sounds would have been produced 
by acting, the production team decided to generate them, to help the audience to 
mentally visualise the scene. The cast was composed by 10 elements, including the 
actors and the pianists and all of them performed in absolute darkness. The show was 
successful and was attended by people with and without disabilities. Both of them 
appreciated it, because it allowed visually impaired people to fully enjoy an opera 
performance and normally sighted patrons to imagine their own opera setting 
(www.newyorkfestivals 2007). 
 
2.4.2 Solutions for Deaf and Hard of Hearing 
Deaf and Hard of Hearing people could use surtitles to better follow the performance 
on stage. Hearing impaired people, however, would need to have more information than 
others, since surtitles do not normally show sound effects and unimportant lines - such 
as repetitions -. To overcome this issue, some Theatres adjust surtitles into subtitles on 
portable screens. The subtitles on the screen show everything which deaf and hard of 
hearing need to know about what is heard on the stage. 
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Another option made available by some Theatres - such as the London’s Royal 
Opera House -  is to have the opera performance translated in Sign Language. During a 
signed show, a sign language interpreter stands at the side of the stage, translating the 
sung text to the deaf public (Orero and Matamala 2007: 274). The sign interpreter Julie 
Doyle explains how the preparation for the translation of the opera into British Sign 
Language works. First, she watches a recording of the dress rehearsal of the opera and 
reads the libretto. Then she looks at the script in order to gain deeper knowledge about 
the plot and the characters and thinks about the possible translation to make, bearing in 
mind the social factors involved - such as era and gender - that could alter her lexical 
choice. Positive responses have followed the introduction of signed opera. Both the 
audience with and without hearing impairment appreciated the show. Indeed, normally 
hearing people referred to have had a deeper experience of the opera, even if they did 
not understand British Sign Language (www.midwalesopera.co.uk).  
 
2.5 Further innovations 
Surtitles are relatively recent and scholars have been carrying out researches to 
improve the tool since its introduction in theatres. One of the latest innovation in the 
field are translation glasses. Translation glasses are a high tech tool that displays the 
titles only on the lenses of the wearer, who can choose the language and the height of 
the words. The lenses are transparent and the text is projected on them. The glasses - 
Smart glasses - were first used at a theatrical performance of King Lear in French in 
2015 at the Avignon Festival with surtitles available in English, French and Chinese 
(www.epson.co.uk). Since the audience’s response was positive, one year later Smart 
glasses were also introduced in the opera world.  
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Figure 14 Smart glasses (Epson)  
 
 
The premiere was held by Opus Lirica for a restricted group of people at San 
Sebastián's Kursaal Auditorium in Spain, who could benefit from the glasses’ 
augmented reality. The opera staged for the performance was Verdi’s La Traviata and 
the audience could read the surtitles projected on the lenses at the same time the words 
were sung by the singers. Moreover, the glasses offered the opportunity to read 
information about the opera’s performers and history and to access the music score 
synchronically with what was performed on stage. The advantages of the glasses, 
compared to a normal surtitles screen, are that the viewer can follow the action and read 
the titles without moving the gaze from the stage to the display and risking to miss some 
parts of the scene. This is possible because the titles appear projected as if they were in 
front of the stage, under the feet of the singers. The technology employed for the glasses 
has been developed by Epson and the audience was said to be satisfied with the 
experience (Epson, 2016). Nevertheless, the tool presents some drawbacks as well. For 
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instance, it could be an uncomfortable experience to wear glasses for the entire duration 
of the performance. Moreover, they could not be easily used by members of the 
audience already wearing sight glasses. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
3. Dido and Aeneas  
Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas (1688)23 is an opera in three acts preceded by a prologue. 
It is regarded as one of the first complete English operas, as well as one of the first 
masterpieces of the genre in England. The first recorded performance dates back to 
1689.
24
 It was staged by the girls studying at Josias Priest’s girls’ School in London, in 
occasion of the school’s annual recital where the students used to show the skills they 
have learned. Nahum Tate (1652-1715) wrote the libretto, which is based on the 4
th
 
Book of Virgil’s Aeneid. The plot is about Carthage’s Queen Dido and her love for the 
Trojan hero Aeneas. Aeneas landed in Dido’s nation, fell in love with her, seduced and 
then abandoned her.  
The libretto does not exactly follow Virgil’s original plot. For instance, at the end of 
the opera, Aeneas changes his mind because of Dido’s furious reaction at the discovery 
of his imminent departure. He decides not to follow his fate and not to leave for Italy (as 
a spirit disguised as the Gods’ messenger Mercury ordered him) and he asks Dido 
whether he can stay with her. She rejects his offer, preferring to die of sorrow, rather 
than being with a man who thought, even if only for a moment, to abandon her.
25
 
Moreover, the opera version adds the character of the sorceresses, who are responsible 
for Aeneas’ departure.26 The witches hate every happy creature. Therefore, they want to 
destroy Dido and Aeneas (Bramani 1996: 305).  
                                                          
23
 The exact date of composition is still not clear. The oldest version of the opera can be seen in the 
Tenbury manuscript, which dates back about the middle of the 18
th
 century and it was written by an 
unknown author. Some musical sections are thought to be different from the original version composed 
by Purcell. Moreover, the Tenbury manuscript did not include the music used for most of the dances’ 
sections of the opera and for the prologue. 
24
 The year of the first performance is not clear. Several scholars argue that the first Dido and Aeneas 
might have been performed at the English court of King James II in the form of a Masque between the 
1683-1684 and the 1688. 
25
 Virgil’s poem ends with Dido imploring Aeneas to stay with her. He refused and she therefore killed 
herself with a sword.  
26
 In Virgil’s poem, the Gods make Aeneas go away, since he has to go to Italy and found its capital, 
Rome.  
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Furthermore, Tate is thought to have inserted in his libretto a moral message for the 
girls studying at school. The girls should beware of men, as in every male person who 
courts them is hidden a pirate who wants to steal their virtue. This is clearly shown 
during the sailors’ chorus at the beginning of the third act27 and by the behaviour of 
Aeneas himself. The Trojan prince shows that he is weak and scared by the Gods and by 
Dido as well, as he keeps changing his mind quickly. The young female students are 
warned: they should not give themselves to a man before the marriage. Some scholars, 
on the other hand, see Dido and Aeneas as a symbolic representation of the political 
situation. Aeneas represents James II, Dido represents England’s constitutional system 
and the witches represent the bad catholic counsellors (Vitali 2010: 46).   
 
 
Figure 15 First page of the first edition of Dido and Aeneas' libretto (La Fenice: Notiziario di informazione 
musicale culturale e avvenimenti culturali della Fondazione Teatro la Fenice di Venezia). 
                                                          
27
  When Aeneas’ crew is informed that they have to leave for Italy, they sing about saying goodbye to the 
women that they have met in Carthage. They should vow about their coming back, even if they do not 
intend to do that.  
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The opera did not quickly enter the theatre’s repertoire. After the first performance, it 
was adapted and used as a Masque in 1700 by Charles Gildon at the Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields Theatre. Four years later, in the same theatre, the original operatic performance 
was staged by Thomas Betterton’s company (D’Amico 2013: 11). In 1895, some 
students of the Royal College of Music staged Dido and Aeneas for the first time in 
modern times on the occasion of the 200
th
 anniversary of the composer’s death.  
The first performance in Italy took place in 1940 at the Maggio Fiorentino in 
Florence. In 1949 the opera was performed at the Opera di Roma Theatre and in 1963 it 
arrived also in Milan at the Piccola Scala under the conducting of Bruno Maderna 
(Airoldi 2006). In 1969 Dido and Aeneas was performed in Venice at Teatro della 
Fenice (Bonomi 2010: 102). The same theatre staged again the opera in 1989 and 2010. 
For this last performance, the theatre made also available a libretto, which did not 
simply show the sung words. Together with the libretto in English and in Italian, it 
contained several articles, which gave information about the opera, the composer, the 
message of the story, previous representations, and a summary of each act in Italian, 
English, French and German. 
 
3.1 Dido’s lament from English into Italian 
Dido’s lament is the most famous and well-known aria of the opera. It is placed at 
the end of the story, before the final chorus that closes the musical work. It is divided 
into a recitative and an aria. In the recitative “Thy hand, Belinda” Dido pleads her 
confidant and sister Belinda for help, as she feels that her death is near. Even if the 
Carthage’s Queen has refused Aeneas’ proposal and she has let him go away to follow 
his fate, she cannot live without him anymore. In the aria “When I am laid in earth”, 
Dido asks Belinda to remember her when she will be dead, but to forget her mistakes 
and not to be troubled by them. In the recitative the soprano - or mezzosoprano - voice 
is accompanied only by the basso continuo, while in the aria, the first and second violin 
and viola join the instrumental accompaniment (Bramani 1996: 308).  
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3.1.1 Libretto translation 
 
 
Table 1 Original and translated libretto version of Dido’s lament 
English libretto Italian libretto translation (by me) 
 
DIDO  
Thy hand, Belinda, darkness shades me,  
on thy bosom let me rest.  
More I wou’d, but death invades me.  
Death is now a welcom guest.  
 
When I am laid in earth, my wrongs create  
no trouble in thy breast;  
remember me, but ah! forget my fate.  
 
 
DIDONE  
La mano, Belinda, ché buio m’incombe, 
possa io sul tuo sen trovar sollievo. 
Di più vorrei, ma la morte irrompe. 
Morte or gradita ospite ricevo. 
 
Deposta in terra, fonte non sian i miei torti  
di tormento nel tuo cuore; 
Ricordami, ma ah! dimentica le mie sorti. 
 
 
 
Since the English libretto is in the style of a poem, the Italian translation has been 
made maintaining the poetic style of the source text. Thus, the target text has been 
written using the principal metre in Italian poetry, that is, the hendecasyllables
28
 and 
mirroring the alternating rhymes of the source text.
29
 It is not always possible to 
convey the meaning of the source text using hendecasyllables and the alternating 
rhymes at the same time and it has therefore been necessary to sacrifice one of the two 
last elements in some passages. The first three sentences are hendecasyllables, while the 
others are of a number of syllables close to eleven - which goes from twelve to fourteen 
-. Every rhyme of the source text has been mirrored in the target text apart from the first 
one. Instead of a rhyme an assonance
30
 has been used. Thus, the source text rhyme 
                                                          
28
 A verse line of 11 syllables.  
29
 A type of rhyme which follows the ABAB pattern. 
30
 Words close to each other with a similar sound. 
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“shades me”/“invades me” has been translated with the Italian assonant words 
“incombe” (it threats) and irrompe (it invades).  
There are several Italian libretto translations of Dido and Aeneas as the opera has 
been translated over and over again as time went by. One of the latest ones was made 
available by La Fenice for the 2010 staged performance of the opera, inside the booklet 
sold to aid the audience’s comprehension. The author is Olimpio Cescatti and the 
translation is shown below, in a comparison with my own libretto translation.  
 
 
Table 2 Comparison of two Dido’s lament libretto translations 
English libretto: 
Italian libretto translation 
(Fenice): 
Italian libretto translation 
(by me): 
 
DIDO  
Thy hand, Belinda, darkness shades me,  
on thy bosom let me rest.  
More I wou’d, but death invades me.  
Death is now a welcom guest.  
 
 
 
 
 
When I am laid in earth, my wrongs create  
no trouble in thy breast;  
remember me, but ah! forget my fate.  
 
 
DIDONE  
La tua mano, Belinda, le 
tenebre mi fan velo, 
lascia ch’io riposi sul tuo 
seno.  
Più vorrei dire, ma la morte 
m’assale;  
ora la morte è un’ospite 
gradita.  
 
Quando deposta sarò nella 
terra, i miei mali non 
déstino  
alcun tormento nel tuo 
petto.  
Ricordati di me, ma, ah! 
dimentica la mia sorte!  
 
 
DIDONE  
La mano, Belinda, ché 
buio m’incombe, 
possa io sul tuo sen trovar 
sollievo. 
Di più vorrei, ma la morte 
irrompe. 
Morte or gradita ospite 
ricevo. 
 
Deposta in terra, fonte non 
sian i miei torti  
di tormento nel tuo cuore; 
Ricordami, ma ah! 
dimentica le mie sorti. 
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The main differences between the two translations lie in the rhymes and the 
hendecasyllables. While my translation uses both of them, Cescatti’s did not. 
Nevertheless, La Fenice’s translation is in a poetic style, even if the words used are not 
always the most appropriate. For instance, to translate the verb “to rest”, instead of 
Cescatti’s version riposare, trovar sollievo (to find relief) has been used. This choice 
was made in order to communicate Dido’s need to find peace from her grief and at the 
same time to rhyme with the fourth verse. Moreover, the word order in the sentence of 
the source text has not been followed in La Fenice’s version, unlike what can be seen in 
my version.  
Another sentence that has been differently translated is “More I wou’d”. This 
sentence has several meanings, since it remains vague and it could be therefore 
interpreted in many ways. For instance, it could be seen as the wish that Dido expresses 
to do more, or to say more or that the feeling of relief may last more. While my 
translation vorrei encompasses all these meanings, Cescatti’s one does not. He has 
chosen one of them, più vorrei dire (I would like to say more), excluding all other 
possible interpretations.  
Moreover, the source text’s words “wrongs” and “breast” show two different 
translations. Cescatti translated the former with mali (evils, sufferings), which is to be 
linked more with the physical pains felt by a person. I have translated it with torti, 
which is a more general term. As regards the latter, “breast”, the Theatre’s libretto used 
the word petto, which literally translates the source text’s word. In my version, the word 
cuore (heart) was chosen, since it is the place where the emotions Dido is talking about 
should be felt by Belinda. In addition to that, the world cuore sounds more poetic than 
petto. The word “fate” was rendered with the same word in both the versions of Cescatti 
and mine. Nevertheless, the former employs the singular form of the word, while the 
latter the plural one. In my translation the plural form was used in order to rhyme with 
the first verse. 
 
3.1.2 Singable translation 
Since there is no record that Dido and Aeneas has ever been performed in an Italian 
singable translation, it was not possible to compare my singable translation proposal of 
Dido’s lament with any pre-existing one. Even one of the oldest performance, the 
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1949’s show in Rome, was in English. The opera was advertised with its Italian name 
Didone e Enea,  but a short video, which was part of a commercial made by Istituto 
Nazionale Luce
31
 in February 1949 proves that it was sung in English. The documentary 
lasts for not more than one minute and it shows how the setting and the scenography of 
the opera was being prepared. Even if nothing is said about the language of the opera, it 
is possible to hear the main character singing an aria in English. 
  
 
Table 3  Dido’s lament singable translation 
English text  Singable translation in Italian (by me) 
 
DIDO 
Thy hand, Belinda, darkness shades me,  
on thy bosom let me rest.  
More I wou’d, but death invades me.  
Death is now a welcom guest.  
 
When I am laid, I am laid in earth,  
May my wrongs create  
no trouble, no trouble in thy breast;  
Remember me! Remember me! But ah! 
forget my fate. 
Remember me! Remember me! But ah! 
forget my fate. 
 
 
DIDONE 
La man, Belinda; oscurità m’incombe.  
Sul tuo seno sollievo. 
Più vorrei ma morte irrompe. 
Morte gradita or ricevo. 
 
Quando in terra deposta sarò, fa che’i miei 
torti 
Non turbino, non turbino il tuo cor. 
Ricordami! Ricordami! Ma non le mie sorti; 
Ricordami! Ricordami! Ma non le mie sorti. 
 
 
                                                          
31
 Founded in 1924, it was connected with the fascist political movement. Its objective was to provide 
political propaganda through cinematography, with the production of cinegiornali,-  that is cinema news 
reels - and documentaries (www.treccani.it). 
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It is worth noticing that Dido’s lament is divided into two main sections, namely the 
recitative “Thy hand Belinda” and the aria “When I am laid in earth”. As Martin Pickard 
- surtitler at Opera North - explained, there are musical differences between the 
recitative and the aria, which could result in different translation approaches. The 
recitative is a section of the opera where the relevance of words and dialogue is 
prioritised over music and melody. The most important element of the aria, on the other 
hand, is music, whereas the comprehension of the text is regarded as less relevant. Since 
the melody of the recitative is not considered to be as central as the aria’s melody, the 
translator is freer to adjust the recitative’s rhythm and focuses more on the sense 
conveyed by the text. Nevertheless, the rhythm of a musical piece should be altered with 
caution, and only if there are no other options available.  
My translation proposal approached the recitative and the aria in two different ways. 
The translation of the recitative prioritised the conveyance of the same message as the 
source text and its singability, whereas the aria’s translation gave more relevance to the 
rhythmical and singable aspects. Thus, for instance, I changed the recitative’s rhythm 
slightly by adding some extra notes where the Italian translation required more syllables 
than the English original version. This process concerned two sections of the 
recitative.
32
 In both cases, there has been a transfer of value. Every bar of a musical 
piece has the same value, which is shown at the beginning of the stave - 4/4, 3/4, etc. -. 
The bar has to be filled with notes whose total value equals the value of the bar. It does 
not matter how many notes, but how much they worth. In this case, the value of a note 
was shortened and the value that was taken away has been used to add another note of 
the same pitch soon after it in the same bar. The added note’s aim was to create the 
space for an extra syllable, which was needed to use the words to translate the sense of 
the sentence in the best way. If the aim is to have fewer syllables in the translated 
version than in the original one, the opposite process has to be employed, namely, the 
number of the notes in the bar has to be reduced.  
The recitative presents another type of adjustment, which involved the addition and 
removal of syllables, instead of notes. When in the original text one syllable is used to 
                                                          
32
 I have marked the parts in the music sheet with the modified rhythm with a red arrow.  
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sing more than one note,
33
 in the translation it is possible to add one syllable to sing the 
note used to sing the extension of the syllable uttered in the previous note. Thus, the two 
syllables “but Death (invades me)” has been translated with the 3 syllables “ma morte 
(irrompe)”34. This adjustment was possible because the two English words are spread 
across three notes, since “Death” is held for two notes - instead of just one -. On the 
contrary, in the target text every note is sung with a different syllable. The extra-syllable 
was added in order to give the target text the same sense as the source text. The same 
process was used to translate “darkness” into “oscurità”, “When I am laid” into 
“Quando in terra”, “wrongs create” into “miei torti”, and “no trouble” into “non 
turbino”.  
When a word ending with a vowel is followed by a word beginning with a vowel - 
and between the two of them there is no musical nor semantic pause -, the final vowel 
of the first word is sung together with the first vowel of the following word. Thus, it is 
possible to gain more space and add an extra syllable if needed
35. For instance, “che’i 
miei torti” is sung as the “e” and the “i” were part of the same syllable.  
As regards repetitions, all those found  in the source text were maintained in the 
target text, apart from the one before the last one. The twice repeated sentence “When I 
am laid”36 posed some translation problems, because there were few syllables available 
to express the sense of the original text in Italian. Moreover, since the sentence belongs 
to the aria, there was less freedom to change its melody and it was not possible to add 
any extra-note. That is why in the target text the repetition was not preserved. Instead, 
the sense of the original sentence was conveyed by avoiding the repetition and using the 
space to write an entire phrase. Thus, the Italian translation is Quando in terra deposta 
sarò. 
The person who could best judge the effectiveness of a singable translation is the 
singer, because only experience in the vocal field can lead to an understanding of the 
difficulties and issues which are involved in the singing performance. For this reason, I 
showed my singable translation proposal to the professional soprano Elena Guareschi. 
                                                          
33
 The musical term used to describe this phenomenon is Melisma. It is a vocal melodic ornamentation, 
which entails the singing of just one syllable while moving between various notes (Walther in Basso 
1984: 85).  
34
 The passage is marked with a green arrow. 
35
 The points where the phenomenon can be seen are marked with a blue arrow. 
36
 It is marked with an orange arrow. 
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She sang  it and stated that it did not entail any particular problem. The Italian version 
did not negatively affect articulation, the breathing, the dynamics and the resonance of 
the musical piece. Italian words contain more vowels than English words and therefore 
it is less likely to have problems with clusters, for instance. She added that the translated 
version allowed her to express the same emotions as the original one, since the text was 
considered to be natural sounding enough.   
The greatest noticeable discrepancy between the two texts which she pointed out and 
that it was possible to notice by hearing and comparing the two versions, was the 
sounds’ difference caused by the sound’s diversity of the two languages. For instance, 
most of the Italian words ends with a vowel, whereas most of the English words ends 
with a consonant. This linguistic feature greatly affects the experience of the 
performance, changing the taste and the flavour of the text. Moreover, the translation 
process did not always allow to maintain the same vowels of the source text in the target 
text. For instance, in the second sentence it is possible to notice the difference between 
the “a” sung in “darkness” and the “i” sung in “l’oscurità”, the vowel “a” resounding 
more than the “i”.37  
Dido’s lament target text clearly sounds different from its source text. As Spaeth 
(1915: 292) pointed out, it would be ridiculous to state that there are no differences 
between an original musical text and its translation. No matter how much effort and care 
the translator puts in his work, the discrepancy between the two texts will remain 
insuperable.  This is particularly true if the translation is made between a Romance and 
a Germanic language, that is two language families with different features. Moreover, 
English and Italian are further differentiated because of their dissimilar phonetic values. 
In Italian every letter and every syllable is entirely pronounced. Thus, for instance, it is 
easier, compared to English, to achieve a right musical declamation, that is, a correct 
correspondence between the musical accent and the accent of the spoken word (Spaeth 
1915: 293).  
Figure number sixteen exemplifies the differences between the source and the target 
text. The first stave shows Dido’s original singing line in English, showing how 
syllables and words of the text are connected with the notes of the melody. The 
                                                          
37
 The resonance of the vowels depends on their openness and on the position of the tongue at the moment 
of the pronunciation.  
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underneath stave shows the translation of the same singing line in Italian. It is possible 
to notice the rhythmical modifications, marked on the score by arrows, and to compare 
the original text and its translation.
38
  
 
 
 
 
                                                          
38
 The third stave shows the harpsichord line. The staves of viola, violins and cello of the aria has been 
left out for spatial reasons.  
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Figure 16 Singable translation of Dido’s lament with score and original text (Created by the present author using 
Musescore) 
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3.1.3 Surtitles 
Nowadays, the most widely used translation approach in opera theatres is surtitling 
because their advantages outweigh the disadvantages. All the latest performances of 
Dido and Aeneas staged in Italy have been sung in the original English version with 
Italian surtitles. That was the case, for instance, with the 2010 performance at La Fenice 
Theatre and the 2015 show at Teatro Regio in Torino.  
Even if there are some general guidelines for the creation of surtitles, their specific 
features vary according to the theatre and to production requirements. Thus, before 
starting the creation of the Italian surtitles for Dido’s lament, it is important to outline 
the circumstances under which this hypothetical production of Dido and Aeneas will be 
performed. First, the theatre which will stage the opera is not a large theatre in a very 
big city. Therefore, it will not be necessary to show both the Italian and the English 
titles, but only the Italian ones. Moreover, the production will be staging a performance 
which will recall, as much as possible, the classic atmosphere of the time when the 
opera is set. Scenography and costumes will be characterised by an ancient Greek 
flavour and therefore, surtitles are required to match the  features of the setting. 
Furthermore, the theatre requires that the surtitles do not represent any obstruction to 
the public. This aim will be achieved, for instance, by avoiding to display the sentences 
which are repeated by the singers and carefully planning the timing of the blank 
captions as soon as the performers end their singing.  
To create the surtitles, the first stage is to make a draft translation of the text. Once 
the draft translation is ready, the text has to be edited according to timing, that is, the 
rhythm of the text, to the spatial restrictions of the layout and how much  it takes for a 
member of the audience to read the text. Since surtitles are used to aid the audience to 
better comprehend the performance, they can do away with aesthetic qualities, if 
necessary. As Mauro Conti (2016, Rete Toscana Classica) points out, surtitles have to 
be functional, they need to perfectly merge with the stage, the music and the acting and 
need not be beautiful if this poses insurmountable problems. They could become 
beautiful if they reach their aim, which is to help of the audience understand the live 
performance. The translation has to be as close as possible to the original text, in terms 
of elegance and accuracy but without being an obstacle between the audience and the 
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stage. For this reason, for instance, the rhymes of the source text can be omitted if they 
work against the audience’s immediate comprehension of the text. 
 
Table 4 Italian surtitles of Dido’s lament 
 Italian Surtitles 
1 
La mano, Belinda, l’oscurità incombe, 
 possa trovar sollievo sul tuo seno 
2 
Di più vorrei, ma la morte irrompe. 
La morte è ora un’ospite gradita 
3 
Quando sarò deposta in terra,  
i miei torti non tormentino il tuo cuore 
4 Ricordami! 
5 Ma ah! dimentica la mia sorte 
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The surtitles have been subdivided into captions according to the versification of the 
sung text and to the spatial restrictions. Particular attention was also paid to the fact that 
each caption should be a self-contained statement and that the break between the two 
lines would not interfere with the comprehension of the sentence. Thus, five captions 
have been produced: the first three contain two lines each, while the last two are 
composed by just one line. In order to match the ancient Greek atmosphere of the set, 
the surtitles use a poetical language, recalling as much as possible the source text’s 
register, but at the same time prioritising an easy, immediate comprehension of the text 
by the audience.  
Once the surtitles have been written and subdivided into captions, it is necessary to 
mark on the score the exact moment when the titles have to appear on the screen - i.e. 
when the surtitler has to push the button and change the caption displayed -. To signal 
the titles’ appearance in the music sheet, for instance, the surtitler could use a large 
circle including the number of the caption which translates that passage. It is also 
important to mark when the screen should appear completely black without any titles. 
To mark an empty caption on the score, the surtitler could write in the circle a “B” - for 
blank -, instead of the caption’s number. A blank caption is useful for the audience to 
have a rest from the reading of the surtitles and completely focus on what is happening 
on stage. This generally occurs when the performers have finished to sing their lines and 
only the instruments are playing or when a sentence is repeated more than once. 
The arrangement of Dido’s lament surtitles is shown in Figure 17. The caption has to 
appear when the singer utters the first word of the text and it has to disappear when the 
last word contained in the caption begins to be sung. As regards the timing of each 
caption, it has been calculated taking into consideration a performance of Dido and 
Aeneas staged at the Royal Opera House in 2009. Since the tempo of Dido’s lament is 
marked on the music score as Larghetto (slow),
39
 there is no particular timing issue. The 
singers will deliver the text slowly and therefore each caption could remain displayed 
on the screen long enough time to allow the public to read the text without any problem. 
The Dido and Aeneas staged by the Royal Opera House lasts one hour and Dido’s 
lament lasts five minutes. The first three verses last around 30 seconds - 30, 27 and 34 
seconds respectively -. Each verse is translated by a caption which remain displayed for 
                                                          
39
 Tempo on music sheets are generally marked with Italian words. They cover several nuances, going 
from the slowest Grave to the quickest Presto.  
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the entire duration of the singing. The fourth verse has been subdivided into two 
captions of one line each, since its first line is repeated. The first line lasts 6 seconds, - 
during the repetition a blank caption is shown -, whereas the second one lasts 12 
seconds.  
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Figure 17 Dido's lament score (Score downloaded from imlsp, numbers added by me) 
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3.1.4 Subtitles 
Subtitles are used to translate an opera when the audience, instead of experiencing it 
live at a theatre, watches its recording on film, TV, video or DVD. Despite the many 
similarities shared by subtitles and surtitles, the former has different requirements than 
the latter. First, subtitles have to remain on screen as little time as possible. The 
maximum amount of time during which they can be shown does not much exceed the 
time required to read them. This amount of time has been calculated to be no longer 
than 10 seconds for each subtitle. Watching the recorded performance through a screen 
generally allows an easier view of both the titles and the stage at the same time, without 
having to look from the former to the latter. Therefore, subtitles do not need to be 
displayed as much as surtitles, which have to be read on a screen above or sideways 
from the stage (Burton and Holden in Orero and Matamala 2007: 265). 
As an example, table 4 shows the subtitles used for the 2009 performance of Dido 
and Aeneas recorded on the Royal Opera House’s DVD. It is possible to notice both the 
English and Italian subtitles. 
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Table 5 English and Italian subtitles used for the 2009 performance of Dido and Aeneas recorded on the Royal Opera 
House’s DVD 
Time on the screen English subtitles Italian Subtitles 
6 seconds Thy hand, Belinda… La tua mano, Belinda… 
10 seconds …darkness shades me ...le tenebre mi avvolgono 
9 seconds On thy bosom let me rest Lascia che mi riposi sul tuo seno 
10 seconds 
More I would, 
but Death invades me 
Vorrei resistere, 
ma la morte ha il sopravvento 
10 seconds 
Death is now a welcome 
guest 
La morte è ora un ospite gradito 
10 seconds When I am laid in earth… Quando sepolta sarò nella terra… 
7 seconds …may my wrongs create… ...possano i miei errori… 
6 seconds
40
 …no trouble in thy breast ...non recarvi altro dolore 
4 seconds Remember me… Ricordami… 
10 seconds but ah, forget my fate …ma dimentica il mio destino 
 
 
                                                          
40
 They appear the second time the repetition is uttered. 
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The maximum time during which a subtitle is displayed on screen is 10 seconds, 
while the minimum time is 4 seconds - in this case, the title does not have more than 2 
words -. Most subtitles are one line long, apart from one, which is two lines. The 
subdivision was made according to the versification of the text: each subtitle 
corresponds to a verse. Surtitles of the same passage are two lines long. The reason of 
the discrepancy is the different position of the titles compared to the stage. The subtitles 
can be read without moving the gaze from the stage, since the action and the titles are 
on the same screen. Surtitles, on the other hand, are placed aside or above the screen. 
Like in surtitles, repetitions have been avoided. 
As regards the translation choices of the Italian subtitles, the lexis used is more direct 
and less poetic compared to the original one and the meaning has sometimes changed 
slightly. For instance, “death invades me” was translated with “la morte ha il 
sopravvento” and “More I would” with “vorrei resistere”. Moreover, the translation of 
“no trouble in thy breast” omits “breast”. As regards English subtitles, the only 
difference with the original text can be noticed in the writing of “wou’d”. While the 
original libretto used the archaic form of the term, in the subtitle the form used is the 
more recent one: “would”. The form has been modernised in order to aid the 
comprehension of the audience. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
4 Comparison of the different translation approaches 
As described in the previous chapters, the main tools used to translate an operatic 
live performance are the translated libretto, the singable translation and the translated 
surtitles. Even if surtitling is the most commonly used translation approach, it cannot be 
stated that it is perfect nor that a perfect translation tool exists. Every translation 
approach presents advantages as well as disadvantages and not all kinds of translation 
can be employed with the same success in every circumstance. The suitability of every 
translation approach varies according to the opera genre, the type of audience and the 
requirements of the theatre. Furthermore, the same source text translated with different 
translation methods, produces different target texts.  
The translated libretto can be most successfully employed for famous operas. If the 
plot is already well-known, the surprise effect would not be spoilt, because the end 
would probably already be known. Furthermore, in order for the translated libretto to be 
effective, the plot must not be too complicated and the opera must not last too long. If 
an opera has an elaborated story line, which lasts for three or four hours, what has been 
read in the libretto prior to the performance is more likely to be forgotten. On the other 
hand,  plot length and complexity could be overcome if the audience took advantage of 
the 20-minute interval between each act. Using this time to read the libretto and learn 
about the coming section would enhance the audience’s appreciation of the performance 
but also limit the time available for the public to discuss and digest the events of 
previous acts.  
As regards singable translations, these have been removed from the major part of 
theatres due to their considerable divergence from the original performances and they 
are ill considered by the majority of singers, directors and audience members. I would 
also add that singable translations are not particularly effective, as even if the opera is 
sung in the same language of the audience, that does not necessarily mean that the 
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audience will understand what it is said. The characteristics of classical singing often 
prevents the audience from clearly comprehending the words uttered by the performers. 
On the other hand, there is a type of opera which would advantageously gain from a 
performance in the language of the public, that is, operetta. Ballad opera in England, or 
Singspiel in Germany and Austria, this opera genre has comic dialogues
41
 and 
characters designed to make the audience laugh. For this reason, and since operetta does 
not shine of the same noble aura as opera, it is still possible to attend ballad opera 
translated into the audience’s native language. For instance, in some Italian theatres, 
Italian singable translations of Die Fledermaus
42
 and of Die lustige Witwe
43
 are still 
staged. Moreover, singable translation of operas could be used to address a certain type 
of audience. For instance, some theatres stage operas specifically for children. In these 
cases, the operas could be performed in the singable translation of the audience’s 
language, even if it differs from the original language of the opera.  
Surtitles can be used to translate every genre of opera, presenting few restrictions to 
the audience’s comprehension and not altering the original opera. That is why this kind 
of translation has been employed in the great majority of opera houses. The two main 
flaws to this technique are that if the opera contains many tangled dialogues and 
choruses, with singers singing different sentences at the same time, it could be hard for 
the surtitler to effectively fit everything in the captions, and it can also distract the 
audience from the live aspect of the performance. 
 
4.1 Dido’s lament translation proposals 
The discrepancies between the three target texts making up Dido’s lament are the 
result of the diverse priorities and restrictions of each translation approach. The 
divergences between the various target texts are easily observed while comparing the 
three translation proposals of Dido’s lament shown and discussed in the previous 
chapter. It will be noticed that the target texts, even if similar, have many different 
features.  
 
                                                          
41
 Recitatives, instead of being sung like in opera, are generally spoken. 
42
 In English, The Flittermouse and in Italian Il Pipistrello, operetta composed by Johan Strauss II in 
1874. 
43
 In English, The Merry Widow and in Italian La vedova allegra, operetta composed by Franz Lehar in 
1905. 
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Table 6 Comparison of my three translations of Dido’s lament 
Translated libretto Singable translation Surtitles 
 
DIDONE  
La mano, Belinda, ché buio 
m’incombe, 
possa io sul tuo sen trovar 
sollievo. 
Di più vorrei, ma la morte 
irrompe. 
Morte or gradita ospite ricevo. 
 
 
Deposta in terra, fonte non sian 
i miei torti  
di tormento nel tuo cuore; 
Ricordami, ma ah! dimentica 
le mie sorti. 
 
 
DIDONE 
La man, Belinda; oscurità 
m’incombe.  
Sul tuo seno sollievo. 
Più vorrei ma morte irrompe. 
Morte gradita or ricevo. 
 
 
 
 
Quando in terra deposta sarò, 
fa che’i miei torti 
Non turbino, non turbino il tuo 
cor. 
Ricordami! Ricordami! Ma 
non le mie sorti; 
Ricordami! Ricordami! Ma 
non le mie sorti. 
 
 
DIDONE  
La mano, Belinda, l’oscurità 
incombe, 
possa trovar sollievo sul tuo 
seno. 
Di più vorrei, ma la morte 
irrompe. 
La morte è ora un’ospite 
gradita. 
 
Quando sarò deposta in terra, 
i miei torti non tormentino il 
tuo cuore. 
Ricordami!  
Ma ah! dimentica la mia 
sorte. 
 
 
 
The different restrictions which decide each translation technique result in three 
different target texts. All three approaches are restricted by the sense and aesthetic 
qualities that they should convey, which are the same as the source text. The libretto 
translation is restricted by the poetic characteristics which it has to show and the 
memory of the audience. Since the libretto is the only translation tool read by patrons in 
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its entirety and without the interruptions entailed in the surtitles, it is particularly 
important to maintain the poetic characteristics of the source text - such as rhymes and a 
poetical lexicon -. The other difficulty experienced with the libretto is due to the 
temporal gap between the reading and the experiencing of the opera. Librettos are read 
by patrons before the performance and therefore it is likely that they will not remember 
everything they have read. Surtitles are restricted by the audience’s reading times and 
the width of the screen. It has to be taken into consideration that the audience has to pay 
attention to what is happening on stage, listen to the music and read the titles at the 
same time. Thus, the captions have to remain displayed for enough time to allow the 
audience to read them but also go synchronically with the performance. The width of 
the screen entails another restriction, which in most of the theatres consists of two lines 
of forty-four characters each. A singable translation has to respect the rhythm of the 
original music, to be singable and contain the same number of syllables of the source 
text. Since it has to be sung with the music of the source text it is essential that its 
formal characteristics are maintained. 
In summary, the libretto translation barely alters the audience’s perception of the 
show, surtitles change the emotional engagement of the audience and a singable 
translation completely changes this. Patrons read the libretto before going to the show, 
therefore they can completely focus on what it is staged and played, without having the 
translation tool to alter the performance. A singable translation offers a completely 
different opera from the original. The different rhythm of the languages influences the 
rhythm of the music and the diverse accents and use of vowels modify the 
characteristics of the sound. On the other hand, a singable translation allows the 
audience to focus on what is happening on stage without any interference. This cannot 
be said for surtitles. Surtitling maintains the experience of the original opera for the 
audeince, but at the same time diverts the patrons’ attention from what is taking place 
on stage, decreasing their level of involvement.  
 
4.1.2 Translation choices analysis 
First, it is worth noticing that none of the translations transfers the obsolete/literary 
word “thy” of the source text’s sentences "Thy hand, Belinda”, “On thy bosom let me 
rest” and “in thy breast”, since there is not an Italian equivalent which could be used to 
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translate the English “thy”. Furthermore, in the Italian versions the possessive adjectives 
are not always translated. In Italian possessive adjectives can be omitted without 
compromising neither the meaning nor the grammatical correctness of the sentence. 
Therefore, due to spatial restrictions, the first sentence “Thy hand” is translated with la 
mano (the hand) and la man (the hand). 
 
Table 7 Comparison of my three translations of the first verse of Dido’s lament 
English source text Librettto translation Singable translation Surtitles 
Thy hand, Belinda, 
darkness shades me, 
La mano, Belinda, ché 
buio m’incombe, 
La man, Belinda; 
oscurità m’incombe.  
La mano, Belinda, 
l’oscurità incombe, 
 
 
The libretto and the surtitles translations of Dido’s plead for help “Thy hand, 
Belinda” are the same, while the singable translation one slightly differs from the 
others. Instead of mano (hand), its contracted version man has been used. The 
contraction in the target text has been made due to rhythmical reasons, that is, in order 
to have the same number of syllables of the source text. “Darkness” has been translated 
with oscurità in the singable and surtitle versions, since it is the most appropriate term. 
On the other hand, in the libretto version, the word buio has been preferred. Even if 
oscurità translates darkness better, the accuracy has been sacrificed over aesthetic and 
the possibility to form a hendecasyllable.  
 
Table 8 Comparison of my three translations of the second verse of Dido’s lament 
English source text Librettto translation Singable translation Surtitles 
on thy bosom let me 
rest. 
possa io sul tuo sen 
trovar sollievo. 
Sul tuo seno sollievo. 
possa trovar sollievo 
sul tuo seno. 
 
 
The libretto and the surtitles versions are almost identical. The differences between 
them lie in the use of a contracted word and the words’ order. The libretto translation 
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shows the use of a clipped form of seno (breast), that is, sen. This has been chosen in 
order to make the text more poetic and at the same time to obtain a hendecasyllable. The 
surtitles use the entire word seno and a standard Italian word order, in order to result 
more easily comprehensible by the audience. The singable version is shorter compared 
to the other two, so that it could have the same number of syllables of the sentence of 
the source text. 
 
Table 9 Comparison of my three translations of the third verse of Dido’s lament 
English source text Librettto translation Singable translation Surtitles 
More I wou’d, but 
death invades me.  
Di più vorrei, ma la 
morte irrompe. 
Più vorrei ma morte 
irrompe. 
Di più vorrei, ma la 
morte irrompe. 
 
 
While the libretto and the surtitles versions are identical, the singable translation is 
slightly different. In the singable translation, the preposition di and the definite article la 
has been omitted. Thus, the target text and the source text have the same quantity of 
syllables. It is worth noticing that the English text shows another obsolete word, that is, 
“wou’d”, which cannot be translated in the Italian version. “Wou’d” in Italian becomes 
vorrei. 
 
Table 10 Comparison of my three translations of the fourth verse of Dido’s lament 
English source text Librettto translation Singable translation Surtitles 
Death is now a 
welcom guest.  
Morte or gradita ospite 
ricevo. 
Morte gradita or 
ricevo. 
La morte è ora 
un’ospite gradita. 
 
 
In the libretto and the singable translation, the subject of the sentence is different 
from the source text. While in the English version the subject is death, in these two 
Italian versions, the subject is Dido. This change has been made in order for this 
sentence to rhyme with the second verse’s last word sollievo. Furthermore, the two 
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versions share the omission of the definite article la before morte. The reason for this 
omission is for the libretto and surtitles versions to reach a number of syllables close to 
those of the hendecasyllable, that is, eleven, and for the singable translation to have the 
same number of syllables of the source text. For the same reasons and to make the 
sentence more poetic, the Italian word ora (now) has been used in its contracted version 
or. Moreover, it has been placed in different part of the sentence. While the libretto 
version shows to have or in second position soon after the subject, in the singable 
translation it is in third position. This change in the target text has been made in order to 
resemble the stress of the source text. Another difference is to be noticed in the surtitles 
version. The surtitles version is different from the other two. It translates word-for-word 
the source text’s sentence, making the sentence more easily and quickly comprehensible 
to the audience. Since the surtitles have to be read during the performance, while 
patrons’ attention also has to focus on other elements which characterised the show, 
patrons should not spend too much time reading and interpreting the titles’ meaning. 
 
Table 11 Comparison of my three translations of the fifth verse of Dido’s lament 
English source text Librettto translation Singable translation Surtitles 
When I am laid, I am 
laid in earth,  
Deposta in terra, 
Quando in terra 
deposta sarò, 
Quando sarò deposta 
in terra, 
 
 
Due to spatial restrictions, none of the Italian versions have maintained the 
repetitions of the source text’s sentence. While the singable translation and surtitles are 
almost identical, the libretto translation is shorter. The omission of the adverb of time 
quando and of the verb sarò have been made in order to have a sentence as short as 
possible. The surtitles version does not omit the two elements because they help the 
audience’s immediate comprehension. For the same reason, a standard Italian word 
order has been used in the surtitles version.  
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Table 12 Comparison of my three translations of the sixth and seventh verses of Dido’s lament 
English source text Librettto translation Singable translation Surtitles 
May my wrongs create  
no trouble, no trouble 
in thy breast;  
fonte non sian i miei 
torti  
di tormento nel tuo 
cuore; 
fa che’i miei torti 
non turbino, non 
turbino il tuo cor. 
i miei torti non 
tormentino il tuo 
cuore. 
 
 
While the libretto and the surtitles versions have avoided the repetition in  the source 
text, the singable version has kept it. This has been the case because the singable 
translation is the only text among the three which is going to be sung. Thus, only in this 
case the repetition could convey an additional meaning to the audience. The addition 
derives from the different nuances that the interpreter could give to the words while 
singing them. In order to the first verse of the aria to rhyme with the last one, the 
libretto and the singable translations have placed the word torti at the end of the 
sentence, contrarily to what happens in the source text’s sentence, where the last word 
of the verse is the verb “create”. 
Furthermore, the singable translation shows a different choice of words than the 
other two to translate “no trouble”. In order to have a target text’s sentence with the 
same stress, number of syllables and sound as the source text’s one, in the singable 
version “no trouble” has been translated into non turbino.  The singable translation also 
differs from the other two because of the translation of the word “breast”. While in the 
libretto and in the surtitles versions the word cuore (heart) is used, in the singable 
translation its contracted version cor has been preferred. The choice has been made 
because of rhythmical restrictions, that is, to have a target text’s sentence with the same 
number of syllables than the source text’s one. In the surtitled version, always aiming 
for easily understandable translations has in this instance resulted in the use of a more 
efficient sentence. 
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Table 13 Comparison of my three translations of the last verses of Dido’s lament 
English source text Librettto translation Singable translation Surtitles 
Remember me, 
Remember me! But 
ah! forget my fate. 
Remember me! 
Remember me! But 
ah! Forget my fate. 
Ricordami, ma ah! 
dimentica le mie sorti. 
 
 
Ricordami! 
Ricordami! Ma non le 
mie sorti; 
Ricordami! 
Ricordami! Ma non le 
mie sorti. 
Ricordami!  
Ma ah! dimentica la 
mia sorte. 
 
 
 
 
The libretto and the surtitled version only differ in the last word, the translation of 
the term “fate”. In the former, it has used the plural term sorti, whereas the latter uses 
the singular version, sorte. The discrepancy is due to the fact that the last verse of the 
libretto had to rhyme with the first verse of the aria, ending with fonti.
44
 While the 
libretto and the surtitles versions are almost identical, the singable translation is 
completely different. The rhythmical restrictions did not allow to translate the verb 
“forget”, which was therefore omitted. Furthermore, the repetitions used in the source 
text are maintained in the singable version, since it is the only translation written to be 
sung. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
44
 Although sorti and fonti is not a rhyme but an assonance.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
This dissertation explores the challenges of opera translation, focusing on the 
differences among the main translation approaches used in the operatic live field. In 
particular, the aim is to establish which method conveys the meaning of the source text 
most effectively and in which ways patrons’ operatic experience is altered by the use of 
different translation approaches. 
Chapter One provides an introduction to opera, essential to grasp the distinction 
between the types of opera - e.g. comic and serious - and its constitutive sections - e.g. 
aria and recitativo -. The characteristics of the different translation approaches were 
explored in Chapter Two, with insights into how and why their popularity changes and 
which are the causes that lead to the supremacy of one of them over the others. Chapter 
Three gives a practical example of the differences entailed in the three main live 
operatic translation approaches used to translate the same excerpt from Dido and 
Aeneas. Lastly, the three target texts obtained were compared in Chapter Four, focusing 
on the different lexical choices made. 
This work led to the conclusions that there is no general rule for opera translation, since 
each opera, production, theatre and audience has different requirements, and what is 
true in one case might not be true in another. Moreover, an appropriate translation 
approach for live opera has not been found yet. Each of the analysed methods of opera 
translation has restrictions that alter the source text, but it could be argued that this 
statement is true of every translation process. However, in the operatic performance the 
loss is even greater, since the source text is part of a whole composed by several pieces, 
such as music, scenography, acting and singing. Even if surtitles turned out to be the 
best translation approach available at the moment, they are at the same time an aid to 
the audience’s comprehension and a distraction from what it is taking place on stage. 
The public cannot really get emotionally involved with what is happening in the opera, 
because they are constantly distracted by the reading of the surtitles. On the other hand, 
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the singable translation completely changes the experience of the opera by producing a 
target text that has to sacrifice too many features of the source text, and it is the one 
entailing most of the restrictions compared to the others. Moreover, it is worth noticing 
that intralingua surtitles are often used to aid the comprehension of the opera even for 
an audience whose language is the same as the language of the performance. This shows 
that a singable translation might not be enough to help the public’s understanding of the 
opera. Yet, this also depends on the characteristics of the dialogues of the opera and on 
their pace. Another approach is the libretto translation, which might cause the same, if 
not worse, distraction caused by surtitles, if the libretto is read during the show, but it 
could be effective if it is read during the intervals preceding each act. Patrons could 
quickly read the translated dialogues or plot of the upcoming act so that they would 
entirely appreciate the acting, music and scenography. 
The most recent innovation in the opera translation field is translation glasses, which 
solve the issue of looking from the stage to the screen showing the surtitles, and vice 
versa. Further research is needed to understand if they alter in other ways the opera 
experience for the members of the public. For instance, it is crucial to tackle the 
problem presented by visually impaired people who already carry glasses and are not 
willing to wear contact lenses.   
Surtitles seem to be the best choice available for opera translation, but the format still 
needs improving. To avoid the constant eye movement from the stage to the screen, 
only the most relevant parts of the texts could be translated or summarised and 
displayed at adequate moments of the opera. The surtitler, director and conductor would 
need to cooperate to identify the best moments to show the translated parts, for example 
between singing sections or whenever the audience does not need to look at the stage to 
understand the plot. 
Other experiments and surveys should be carried out to understand which kind of 
surtitles is more beneficial to the audience. That is, if the public could enjoy a better 
experience of the opera by reading surtitles that maintain the poetic and sometime 
archaic style of the source text, or by reading “simplified” surtitles, which aim to 
convey the message of the source text in the most direct and simple way. 
I also think that the audience could highly benefit from a brief explanation of the opera 
before its beginning. The opera could be introduced explaining its meaning and plot, so 
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that patrons enjoy the performance while understanding it better. That could be done 
entirely before the start of the show or before each act. An introduction might be useful 
even if the opera is surtitled, since receiving the essential information about the show 
might enhance the public’s experience of the performance.  
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RIASSUNTO IN ITALIANO 
 
 
Questo elaborato ha per argomento la traduzione nel campo dell’opera lirica. L’opera è 
uno spettacolo multimediale nato dall’unione di musica, recitazione, scenografia, canto 
e testo. Tutti questi elementi sono importanti per la realizzazione della rappresentazione 
operistica, in quanto ciascuno ha il compito di far arrivare al pubblico un’informazione 
o un’emozione. Rilevante dal punto di vista della traduzione è il testo che, in quanto 
parte fondamentale dello spettacolo operistico, deve essere compreso dagli spettatori. 
Dato che l’opera è nata in italiano e che grazie al suo immediato successo è approdata 
anche nei teatri stranieri, si è reso necessario fin da subito trovare il modo di risolvere il 
problema della barriera linguistica. Il fatto che l’opera sia formata da più elementi di 
diversa natura, rende la traduzione del suo testo un’operazione complessa, in quanto 
tutti gli elementi devono essere presi in considerazione, in modo che il testo si integri 
perfettamente al resto dello spettacolo. Nel tempo, diverse modalità di traduzione sono 
state sviluppate e adottate, ma a tutt’oggi non è stato trovato un approccio che non alteri 
in qualche modo la fruizione da parte dello spettatore dello spettacolo tradotto. Per 
meglio capire e discutere i problemi che sorgono dalle modalità di traduzione del 
libretto operistico, si è preso come esempio l’opera Dido and Aeneas (1689) del 
compositore inglese Henry Purcell e si è presentata una proposta di traduzione per 
ciascuna delle modalità fino ad oggi usate di uno dei suoi passaggi più famosi: Dido’s 
lament. 
Il primo capitolo tratta della storia dell’opera, focalizzandosi prima su quella italiana e 
poi su quella inglese. L’opera italiana ha avuto origine da diversi tipi di composizioni 
musicali, come ad esempio gli Intermedi (un intervallo musicale posto alla fine di ogni 
atto di una rappresentazione teatrale) e le pastorali (una forma artistica che univa la 
recitazione a canzoni e cori). L’opera più antica di cui sia rimasta traccia è l’Euridice, 
rappresentata durante i festeggiamenti delle nozze di Maria de’ Medici nel 1600 a 
Firenze, con libretto di Ottavio Rinuccini e musica di Jacopo Peri. Il primo vero 
capolavoro, tuttavia, viene considerato l’Orfeo di Claudio Monteverdi, rappresentato per 
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la prima volta a Mantova nel 1607. Questa nuova forma musicale, che vede impiegata la 
tecnica del recitar cantando (ovvero di una declamazione musicale che segue la metrica 
poetica) si diffonde da Firenze e Mantova alle altre corti italiane. L’opera giunge al 
primo punto di svolta quando arriva a Venezia. Nel 1637 viene aperto il primo teatro 
d’opera veneziano, dove il pubblico poteva accedere agli spettacoli pagando un 
biglietto. In questo modo, l’opera diventa una vera e propria industria gestita da 
impresari. La struttura della forma musicale incomincia a standardizzarsi con una 
divisione in quattro parti: un prologo seguito da tre atti. Dalla seconda metà del 1600, 
inoltre, si crea una distinzione tra due forme musicali all’interno dell’opera: l’aria e il 
recitativo. L’aria è il momento in cui il cantante può esibire al meglio le sue capacità sia 
espressive sia virtuosistiche, mentre durante il recitativo la storia progredisce e i 
cantanti si esibiscono in conversazioni musicali. Ulteriori sviluppi portano alla 
creazione di due diversi generi operistici: l’opera seria e l’opera buffa. L’opera seria è 
caratterizzata da una razionalizzazione della musica e del libretto, che viene purificato 
da qualsiasi tipo di stravaganza e portato a notevoli livelli artistici da Pietro Metastasio. 
Una figura artistica importante in questo genere operistico è quella del castrato, un 
cantante uomo che, a conseguenza dell’asportazione degli organi genitali, possiede un 
registro vocale femminile (tra il contralto e il soprano), ma più potente. L’opera buffa è 
invece contraddistinta da trame veloci e brillanti, che spesso usano caricature riflettenti 
l’atmosfera sociale del tempo. L’opera italiana acquista una nuova identità grazie a 
Gioacchino Rossini (1792-1868), la cui personalità musicale permette alle sue opere di 
sviluppare caratteristiche riconoscibili (come per esempio il crescendo rossiniano e la 
cabaletta, un breve tipo d’aria con un ritmo costante e ripetitivo), che avrebbero 
influenzato i compositori nei decenni successivi. Dal 1830 lo spirito del romanticismo 
conferisce all’opera uno stile più lirico e drammatico e demarca una distinzione tra le 
caratteristiche canore femminili e maschili. Le voci femminili sono caratterizzate da 
agilità e canto fiorito, mentre quelle maschili da intensità, potenza e chiarezza di 
dizione. Importanti compositori del periodo sono Vincenzo Bellini e Gaetano Donizetti, 
le cui opere sono influenzate da Rossini, ma allo stesso tempo possiedono caratteristiche 
proprie. Col passare del tempo, a causa dell’eccessivo attaccamento alle tradizioni, 
l’opera italiana perde la supremazia sugli altri stati. Chi riesce a cambiare il corso delle 
cose e a ridare prestigio all’opera italiana è Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901). Grazie a un 
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più ampio utilizzo di dialoghi e a un minore impiego del canto fiorito, Verdi riesce a 
liberare l’opera italiana dai tradizionalismi. Le sue opere riscontrano da subito grande 
successo anche grazie alle trame, particolarmente adatte al Risorgimento (il movimento 
italiano di indipendenza) che in quel periodo esaltava il concetto di unità e nazione. Nel 
1890 la rappresentazione della Cavalleria rusticana di Pietro Mascagni segna l’emergere 
di un nuovo stile operistico: il verismo. L’opera è in un solo atto e consiste in un 
continuum di motivi musicali. Il nuovo genere è influenzato dalle composizioni del 
tedesco Richard Wagner e in Italia viene portato a livelli qualitativamente elevati da 
Giacomo Puccini (1858-1924). 
Nonostante la musica sia sempre stata abbondantemente usata all’interno delle 
rappresentazioni teatrali in Inghilterra, lo spettacolo considerato un primo tentativo 
operistico viene messo in scena a metà del XVII secolo. In quel periodo il leader 
puritano inglese Oliver Cromwell aveva proibito le opere teatrali, in quanto considerate 
colpevoli di portare i cittadini verso la strada della perdizione. Dato che invece la 
musica era permessa, l’impresario William Davenant decide di mettere il suo pezzo 
teatrale The siege of the Rhodes in musica, aggirando il divieto e riuscendo a 
rappresentarlo nel 1656. Il divieto viene abolito nel 1660 e l’opera e il teatro possono 
continuare a svilupparsi liberamente, portando alla composizione nel 1683 della prima 
opera in inglese, Venus and Adonis di John Blow e di quello che è considerato il primo 
capolavoro, ovvero Didos and Aeneas di Henry Purcell del 1689. La morte di Purcell, 
compositore di opere in inglese, e l’arrivo di Georg Hӓndel, compositore tedesco di 
opere italiane a Londra, favoriscono lo sviluppo dell’opera italiana in Inghilterra. 
Nonostante l’entusiasmo iniziale con il quale il pubblico londinese accoglie lo 
spettacolo italiano, il favore che esso riscuote non dura per molto. L’elevato prezzo del 
biglietto, le caratteristiche proprie dell’opera seria (come per esempio il recitativo secco, 
considerato noioso e i castrati, che venivano visti con disgusto) e il crescente successo 
del genere inglese della Ballad Opera, fanno rapidamente diminuire nel pubblico inglese 
l’interesse per l’opera italiana. La Ballad opera è una forma di teatro musicale inglese 
che ebbe molto successo nei primi decenni del XVIII secolo e che nasce come reazione 
all’opera italiana. I temi delle ballate sono satirici e hanno come protagonisti personaggi 
delle classi sociali inferiori. La prima Ballad Opera a riscontrare un notevole successo è 
The Beggar’s Opera scritta da John Gay e musicata da J. Christoph Pepush nel 1728. 
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Un’altra forma musicale ad avere grande successo in Inghilterra è l’operetta, un genere 
d’opera brillante con dialoghi parlati, canzoni e danze. L’operetta nasce in Francia nel 
1855 come sviluppo dell’opera buffa dal compositore tedesco naturalizzato francese 
Jacques Offenbach e si espande poi nel resto d’Europa, assumendo in ogni paese le 
caratteristiche musicali del luogo. L’operetta inglese è caratterizzata da temi satirici e 
situazioni di nonsense e i compositori che riscontrano più successo sono William S. 
Gilbert e Arthur Sullivan. I due riescono ad ottenere il favore del pubblico dal 1875, con 
l’allestimento della prima operetta Trial by jury, mantenendolo fino al 1890. Gli anni 
successivi sono contraddistinti dai tentativi dei compositori inglesi di dare una nuova 
vita all’Opera inglese, cercando di superare la produzione di opere italiane con testo in 
inglese. Un compositore degno di nota è Rutland Boughton (1878-1960), il cui 
capolavoro più apprezzato è The immortal Hour, contraddistinto da musica celtica 
pentatonica. L’impiego di musica tradizionale e scale modali viene ripreso e sviluppato 
da Vaughan Williams (1872-1958) e Gustav Holst (1874-1934). Tuttavia, chi è 
considerato il primo compositore inglese di opera con caratteristiche prettamente inglesi 
è Benjamin Britten (1913-1976). La sua prima opera, Peter Grimes, viene messa in 
scena nel 1945 riscontrando grande successo.  
Nel secondo capitolo vengono descritti e analizzati i principali metodi di traduzione che 
dalle origini fino ai giorni nostri sono stati impiegati nel campo operistico: il libretto, la 
traduzione ritmica e i sopratitoli. Il primo metodo adottato per superare la barriera 
linguistica, ovvero il libretto, consiste nel mettere a disposizione del pubblico il testo 
dell’opera nella lingua originale con traduzione a fronte mentre l’opera viene cantata in 
lingua originale. Durante il 1600 il libretto è il metodo più utilizzato dai teatri per 
agevolare la fruizione di opere in lingua diversa da quella del pubblico. Col passare del 
tempo il successo dei libretti viene a scemare, principalmente per una ragione pratica: 
l’introduzione nei teatri dell’illuminazione a gas, che rende più facile l’attenuazione 
della luce nell’auditorium e conseguentemente più difficile la lettura del testo durante lo 
spettacolo. Al giorno d’oggi i libretti vengono utilizzati principalmente per essere letti 
dagli spettatori prima della performance o dai cantanti che devono cantare in una lingua 
straniera, per apprendere il significato delle parole che interpreteranno.  
La traduzione ritmica consiste nel tradurre e cantare l’opera nella lingua del pubblico. 
Questo metodo di traduzione incomincia a essere impiegato nei primi anni del 1700, 
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specialmente in Inghilterra e in Germania. Non tutte le opere vengono tradotte 
integralmente e spesso è possibile assistere a spettacoli cantati per metà in inglese e per 
metà nella lingua originale, oppure avere alcuni personaggi che cantano in una lingua e 
altri in un’altra, a seconda della nazionalità degli interpreti. Inoltre, la lingua in cui 
viene cantata l’opera dipende anche dal genere dell’opera e dal tipo di teatro in cui 
viene messa in scena. Ad esempio, la lingua originale viene mantenuta nell’opera seria e 
nei grandi teatri di città. Il massimo impiego della traduzione ritmica viene raggiunto 
durante la prima metà del XX secolo, quando i sentimenti nazionalistici, rafforzti dalle 
due guerre mondiali, rende difficile la fruizione di uno spettacolo in una lingua diversa 
dalla propria, specie se appartenente allo schieramento opposto. Al giorno d’oggi, la 
traduzione ritmica viene raramente utilizzata, in quanto l’opera che ne risulta è 
totalmente diversa da quella pensata dal compositore, dato che il ritmo diverso delle 
lingue influenza il ritmo della musica dell’opera. Inoltre, la traduzione ritmica è 
sottoposta a più restrizioni rispetto agli altri tipi di traduzione, derivanti dalla presenza 
della musica che accompagna il testo che deve essere tradotto. Per far fronte ai problemi 
derivanti da questo tipo di traduzione, il traduttore deve prendere in considerazione 
cinque elementi che devono venire utilizzati e combinati insieme in modo equilibrato. 
Questi elementi sono la cantabilità, il senso, la naturalezza, il ritmo e la rima. Nel caso 
specifico della traduzione ritmica di un’opera o di un musical, inoltre, il traduttore deve 
anche tener presente l’intera trama dell’opera e la scenografia presente sul palco, in 
modo da non compromettere la ricezione del pubblico della performance (per esempio 
anticipando avvenimenti che verranno scoperti solo successivamente o parlare di oggetti 
non presenti in scena).  
Il sopratitolaggio consiste nel tradurre il testo cantato dal cantante nella lingua del 
pubblico e nel mostrarlo agli spettatori durante lo spettacolo su schermi al di sopra o a 
lato del palcoscenico. La prima volta che i sopratitoli vengono impiegati è nel 1983 per 
la rappresentazione di Elektra della Canadian Opera Company. Il direttore della 
compagnia operistica canadese prende l’ispirazione per la creazione dei sopratitoli dal 
successo riscontrato dai sottotitoli nei film stranieri. L’invenzione si espande dal 
Canada e arriva in America e in Europa. Non esiste un procedimento standard di 
sopratitolaggio, in quanto ogni teatro e ogni spettacolo hanno le proprie necessità. A 
titolo di esempio, viene spiegato come il processo viene affrontato alla Royal Opera 
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House di Londra e all’Opera North di Leeds. In Italia i sopratitoli vengono impiegati per 
la prima volta nel 1986 al Maggio Musicale Fiorentino per la rappresentazione di Die 
Meister von Nuernberg a seguito di un generale malcontento nei confronti della 
traduzione ritmica. I sopratitoli nei teatri italiani vengono spesso mostrati sia in italiano 
sia in inglese, in modo da favorire la comprensione a un più vasto pubblico possibile. 
L’introduzione dei sopratitoli è stata accolta da pareri discordanti. I detrattori del nuovo 
metodo di traduzione sottolineano che il leggere il testo scritto sullo schermo distolga 
l’attenzione dello spettatore da quello che sta accadendo sul palcoscenico e ne 
diminuisca il coinvolgimento emotivo. I fautori, invece, sostengono che i sopratitoli 
hanno aiutato a combattere due problemi da sempre presenti nel campo dell’opera: 
l’intellegibilità del testo e i costi che devono essere affrontati per l’allestimento 
(considerando i sopratitoli come uno strumento di richiamo di un maggiore numero di 
spettatori). Un altro aspetto positivo è che i direttori artistici dei teatri possono sentirsi 
più liberi di inserire opere straniere perlopiù  sconosciute al pubblico, visto che il testo 
scritto sullo schermo permette allo spettatore di seguire l’azione con maggiore 
completezza e consapevolezza. 
La lingua non è l’unica barriera che viene riscontrata dal pubblico dello spettacolo 
operistico; la struttura del teatro e gli impedimenti fisici di una parte degli spettatori 
possono rappresentare ostacoli a una fruizione ottimale. In particolare, sono state trovate 
soluzioni per migliorare l’esperienza operistica delle persone cieche e con problemi 
visivi attraverso audio-descrizioni, audio-introduzioni, audio-sottotitoli e tour tattili del 
palcoscenico e dei costumi. Le persone sorde e con problemi di udito, invece, in alcuni 
teatri vengono supportate attraverso schermi portatili che mostrano sopratitoli (che in 
questo caso diventano sottotitoli) riportanti anche gli effetti sonori e le ripetizioni; 
alcune case d’opera adottano invece una traduzione del testo nella lingua dei segni, 
grazie a un’interprete posta a lato del palcoscenico.  
Ulteriori innovazioni e ricerche nel campo della traduzione d’opera hanno portato a 
sperimentare nuove soluzioni. Una delle più recenti prevede l’utilizzo di speciali 
occhiali da indossare durante lo spettacolo che mostrano sulle lenti la traduzione delle 
parole cantate dal cantante nella lingua che decide di impostare lo spettatore. Il primo 
esperimento risale al 2015, durante un festival teatrale ad Avignone. Gli occhiali sono 
stati poi testati durante una performance operistica nel 2016. Gli aspetti positivi 
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riscontrati sono che lo spettatore non deve distogliere lo sguardo dalla scena per leggere 
i sopratitoli e che può decidere di tenere gli occhiali indossati o meno. Gli aspetti 
negativi potrebbero derivare dalla scomodità di portare degli occhiali per tutta la durata 
dello spettacolo e dallo svantaggio per quegli spettatori già con occhiali da vista. 
Il terzo capitolo tratta di Dido and Aeneas, l’opera in prologo e tre atti composta attorno 
al 1688 (la data non è certa) da Henry Purcell su libretto di Nahum Tate e con prima 
rappresentazione documentata nel 1689 presso l’istituto femminile di Londra di Josias 
Priest. La trama si basa sulla storia di Virgilio contenuta nell’Eneide, ma contiene 
alcune modifiche. Sono stati introdotti i personaggi delle streghe, che nell’opera sono la 
causa della separazione tra Enea e Didone, in quanto inviano uno spirito travestito da 
Mercurio a ordinare a Enea di partire immediatamente per l’Italia. Inoltre, alla fine della 
versione di Tate, Enea cambia idea sulla sua partenza e dice a Didone che preferisce 
rimanere a Cartagine con lei, ma lei, non sopportando l’idea di stare con un uomo che 
ha pensato, anche solo per un momento, di abbandonarla, lo rifiuta. La sezione 
dell’opera che è stata tradotta da me nelle tre diverse modalità prende il nome di Dido’s 
lament ed è composta da un recitativo e un’aria e si trova nella parte finale del terzo e 
ultimo atto. Didone, dopo aver rifiutato Enea e avergli ordinato di seguire il suo destino 
e partire per l’Italia, non riesce a continuare a vivere. L’assenza dell’eroe troiano le 
toglie le energie vitali e sentendo che la sua fine è vicina implora la sorella e confidente 
Belinda di ricordarsi di lei ma di dimenticare gli sbagli che ha commesso. 
La mia traduzione del Lamento di Didone (pensata per un libretto) viene confrontata 
con una traduzione presente nel libretto che ha accompagnato la rappresentazione di 
Dido and Aeneas al teatro veneziano della Fenice nel 2010. Per quanto riguarda invece 
la mia traduzione ritmica, presentata sia in formato di solo testo che all’interno dello 
spartito, non è stato possibile metterla a confronto con nessuna traduzione esistente; non 
risulta, infatti, che una traduzione ritmica italiana dell’opera sia mai stata fatta, in 
quanto tutte le rappresentazioni che hanno avuto luogo sono state cantate in inglese. Per 
ottenere una traduzione ritmica che trasmettesse lo stesso significato e allo stesso tempo 
che mantenesse la stessa cantabilità dell’originale è stato necessario modificare 
leggermente il ritmo, aggiungendo o togliendo qualche nota o qualche sillaba. 
L’aggiustamento di note è presente solo nella parte del recitativo, dove il significato ha 
la precedenza sulla musica, mentre nella parte dell’aria, dove la musica e la melodia 
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sono fondamentali, nessun cambiamento di ritmo è stato introdotto. Per poter provare 
l’efficacia della traduzione ritmica il brano è stato sottoposto al soprano Elena 
Guareschi, che l’ha cantato riscontrando che non presenta nessun problema per quanto 
riguarda l’articolazione, la respirazione, le dinamiche e la risonanza. La traduzione per i 
sopratitoli è stata creata seguendo le restrizioni spaziali adottate nella maggior parte dei 
teatri italiani, che prevede che una diapositiva non mostri più di due righe di massimo 
quarantaquattro caratteri ciascuna. Nonostante la maggior parte delle più recenti 
rappresentazioni in Italia di Dido and Aeneas sia stata allestita in italiano con sopratitoli 
in inglese, non è stato possibile reperire i sopratitoli utilizzati negli spettacoli per 
metterli a confronto con la mia proposta di traduzione. Insieme ai sopratitoli viene 
presentato anche lo spartito della sezione tradotta, in modo da mostrare come il 
sopratitolatore segna il momento in cui la diapositiva deve essere cambiata. Se si tratta 
di una diapositiva contenente testo viene segnata con il numero a cui corrisponde, se 
invece si tratta di una diapositiva vuota (quando lo schermo appare privo di testo 
durante una ripetizione di una frase o quando il cantante ha finito di cantare e rimane 
solamente l’orchestra a suonare una parte strumentale) viene segnalata con una “B” di 
blank (vuoto). Successivamente, vengono presentati i sottotitoli in italiano e in inglese 
del Lamento di Didone utilizzati nel DVD contenente la rappresentazione messa in 
scena dalla Royal Opera House nel 2005. Le differenze principali che vengono 
riscontrate tra sottotitoli e sopratitoli sono la posizione e la durata durante la quale 
rimangono visibili sullo schermo. Mentre i primi sono inseriti nello stesso schermo che 
mostra quello che accade sul palcoscenico, i secondi, essendo posti a lato o sopra il 
palco, costringono lo spettatore a spostare lo sguardo dalla scena. Questo comporta che i 
sottotitoli possano essere formati da una parte di testo più corta che rimane mostrata per 
meno tempo.  
Nel quarto capitolo le varie modalità di traduzione discusse nei capitoli precedenti 
vengono messe a confronto. Per ciascuna viene indicata la situazione ideale per un 
utilizzo che ne sfrutti al meglio le caratteristiche. L’uso del libretto è più indicato per la 
traduzione di un’opera famosa e possibilmente con una trama non troppo intricata e 
lunga. La traduzione cantabile, invece, per tradurre opere di genere buffo o per un tipo 
di pubblico speciale, come ad esempio per bambini. I sopratitoli, nonostante distolgano 
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l’attenzione del pubblico dal palco, possono invece essere impiegati con successo in 
tutti i tipi d’opera.   
Successivamente, le tre diverse traduzioni del Lamento di Didone vengono messe a 
confronto, analizzandone le differenze e i punti in comune. Ciò che le rende diverse 
sono le varie restrizioni che ne regolano la creazione e le modalità di utilizzo. Tutte 
devono comunicare lo stesso significato del testo di partenza. In particolare, la 
traduzione del libretto deve tenere conto dei limiti della memoria umana e delle 
restrizioni poetiche, la traduzione ritmica del ritmo musicale e della cantabilitá del testo, 
mentre i sopratitoli delle restrizioni spaziali dello schermo sul quale vengono 
visualizzati e del tempo di lettura degli spettatori. Inoltre, le tre modalità di traduzione 
hanno un diverso impatto sulla fruizione dello spettacolo. Il libretto rovina l’effetto 
sorpresa al pubblico, la traduzione cantabile cambia completamente il suono dello 
spettacolo e i sopratitoli causano un parziale distacco emotivo dello spettatore dalla 
scena.  
